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CHAPTIR I 

INVRODUC’ION:s NIE NATURE AMD DESTIUY OF VAN FROM AUGUSTITE 

TO FRIUD 

Reinhold MWiebuhr, in a discussion of "Augustine's polite 

feel realism," suggests thet the Mishop of Wipro differed from 

the elassienl philosophers in thst he held a Biblical, rather 

‘hon a Pationalistie, coneeption of hitsan selfhood, with its 
2 ancillary conception of the scat oF evil being in the self. 

"aus te deseribes Augustine as the first great Wpealist" in 

western 

w's theme throughout his extensive social and po= 

  

is teat amy adequate social theory must begin 

With a Penlistie appraisal of human liritations and svotential=- 

2 - 4, s. r s. “ * . *, - 2 3s . 

tides.” Terbert DuttorfLleld, the Dritish historian, is 

ano “her cloauen’ volee of our time insisting shat an unreal=- 

istic evaluation of man ean result in 1*lusory and dangerous 

> 
social theorye? The fact of human nature ca not be omitted 

eceeces ee 

  

lneinhold Tiembhr, Christian Realis: and Foiitieal 
: = ven es - Carts clan ie 

Probiens (lew Zork: Charics Seribnerts SONS, L9G3)9 
se ? 

De igi e ho
 

@tpid., pre lar. 

3rerbert Duticrficld, Christianity and Tistory (lew 
York: Gharies Seribmer's Sons), 1950. Cre also “utter= 

field's Christianity, Diplomacy and War (lew York: Abingdon- 

Cokesbury Press, 4 3   
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Carl Becker, in his classic analysis of the cightcenth= 

century Philo osophers, shows shat they professed an eaual 

Tesvect for the facts of huran natures David lume wanted ¢ 

discover the constant and universal principles o° human 

maiure and om these principles to base a reconstructed 

socie’y. "The ideal method for she philosopher=historian," 

as Becker observes, "wouid thus be the comparative method, 

the strictly objective, inductive, scientific nevnod" + 

Wevertheless, the Philosophers of ths eighteenth 

century did not cupley this ideal method. Montosauienu made 

a*. 
the braverct appearance o 

~ doing s0, but he wac criticized 

by Condorect for being too enamored of the factss3 he would 

rave done better if he had not been "more occupied witt 

finding the roasons for that whieh is than with ‘pecking that 

which ought to bee"? 

The truth is that the Philocophers were not interested 

in establishing the rights suitabie to man's nature on the 

facts oF human expericnec, but were rather cngaged In the ne= 

“Tarious enterprise of deeaeidad the facts of human nature 

with truths already, in some fashion, revealed to thems The 

eighteenth=century Philosophers, iile the medleval Scholase 

# ze ies, hel¢ fast to a body of revealed tmowledge, and they were 

    

Gard Tie Becker, The Heavenly City of & S Gish teenthe 
Gontury Ehtloconzers’ (few avens 0 Unite epeity Press, 1932), 
Pe 160-6 

PTpide, De 101. 
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wmmable or unwilling to learn anything from history which 

coulé not be reconclicd with their fait. ne” 

In effect, they deduced human nature from human destiny. 

The faith by which they lived, and in the light of which they 

i their facts, is what Carl Becker has picturesquely called 

tne leavenly City of the Bightcenth-Century Philosophers." 

oe 
The essential articles of the religion of the Enlightenment 

were four, as Becker enumerates them: 

Le Man is not naturally depraved. 

2. The end of life is life itscif, the good life nere 
on earth. 

capable, guided soicly by reason and cx= 
>» Of perfecting she good life on carthe    rst and essential a he good Life 

Gr ‘reeing of men's minds bonds of ig- 
norance and sunerstitution, and of their bodies 
from the arbitrary oppression ef social authoriticse 

  

With this erecd the “constant and universal principles 

of humen nature" must be In accord. BSecker writess 

They knew instinctively thet "man in general" is 
natively good, easily enlightened, disposed to follow 
reason and common senses; generous and humane and tol expat, 
more casiiy led by persuasion than compelicd by force. 

   

Becker quotes Friestley,. "a quite sane and sound Mglish- 
. * 

man," In his essay on governments 

Thus, whatever was the beginning of this worid, the end 
will be glorious and paradisiacal, beyond what our 
imaginations can conceive. ltxtravagant as some may 
suppose these views to be, I think I could show them to 

be fairly suggestcd by the true theory of human natures 

  

Stp1a., pe 102. 
7Ipide, pre 102=3. 
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anc to arise from the netural course of human affairse 
But, for the present, I waive this subjce “9 the con=- 
templation of which always makes me happye 

Diderot writes that "nature wills that man should be 

perfec bible, "? and ‘this promise is the inspiration for ac-= 

tivitye 

With a realization of the dangers implicit in any 

h the Inlightenment, in direct 9 

contradiction to Lts provession of realism, studied human 

iestiny in order to Learn human natures The wish was father 

This approach was not only important for later philoso= 

Wwenely invluential in the subseatent history of social, 

nolitical, and theological thought. The Freneh Revolution 

vas one of its produets, as Burke eogentiy demonstrates. 20 

Hexrbert Spencer was surely anothor.e*" Iiberal theology was 

yet anothere 

Here in America, for example, Calvinism, always the 

dominant tradition in American theology, was replaced in th 

nineteenth century by a liberal theology derived from German 

  

CS
 

bide» De U+Fe 

ibide 9 De niXs) e 
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On dgmand Burke, Reflections on the French Revolution 
(New York: Ee Pe Dutton & Coe, 193%)< 

Liiy, eiymwede Sh ry 2 Rta > o 7 We —3 a Herbert Speneor, Soc’ al Staties and Nan versus =ne 
State (New York: D. Appicton & So., ce 1915).
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philosophical idealism: Kent, Schleilermacher, Hegel, Lotze, 

Ritschl, Troeltseh. Though there were two poles in German 

aism, the mystical, metaphysical tendency “oward panthe= 

ism and the ethical, social tendency toward humanism or 

positivism, American theologians generally managed to resist 

sie extremes and hold a fair balance. The product was the 

evangelical liberalism of such mon as Horace Bushnell, George 

Angier Gordon, William Newton Clarke, and William Adams 

Brown, with the accent on the liberalism. 

Shelton Smith, in “is recent book on Changing Cone 

ceptions of Original Sin, illustrates the tendency among ee
 

theological heirs of the Enlightenment to base their under- ey 

— stand ng of human nature unon a prior conception of human 

Theodore T. Munger was not much impressed by the human 

predicament.e He was much more inpressed with man's canacity 

ad 
to conquer she tleshiy impulses and grow up in the divine 

7 I : 
OF Gerd 

<s, 
Newnan Suays h saw "unmistakable evidence of progress" in 

1@ history o° mankind. There is a divinely determined evolue 

  

   

  

f e Norton, “Systematic Theology," Protestant 
the Twentieth Century. Edited by henoté S. fasn 

Yorks Macmillan Co., 1951), pp. 105=11. 
i nom ~s, S Ss 2a . a - 13:1, Shelton Soith, Changing Cone pions of Oricinal 

Sin (New York: Charles Seribner’s Sons, 1999), De Tbe 
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tionary movement in human affaires which is "“infrustrabie" 

and carries man on to new triumphs of creative and redcening 

Geopre Gordon's doe'’rine oF human nature acsumed a “ew 

lar optimistic cast, deriving as i% did trom his convice 4 2 
S20 

ed
 

ions that man was divine in tis essential nature and “hat 

oral progres” was inevitable. 29 

Washington Gladden was stritingly optimistic on the 

he ean progressively eradicate ovil tendencies and *ha man's 

good tendencies are more enduring than the ovil ones which 

might beset him tecporarily. 

Lyman Abbo's was equally eaptivated by she notion or 

moral progress, and believed that God is steadily dise 

placing the anima: in net? 

Gcorge Norris hac a firm faith in divine imnanenee and 

moral progress e--“ 

William ilewton Clarke believed tha’ humani’ y "certainly 

is by nature a slowly rising race, with a native tendeney to 

outgrow Faults aw 

  

Uitpid.e, ps 170. 
Ltyi2., pp. 173 
L6qpid., ppe 176-7. 

L7Ipid.e, pe 180. 

LOIpide, pe 189. 

L9Ipides De 1926  
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Not ali these theologians are equally optimistic apovt 

man, but beeause of their faith in moral prorrass=-<or some 

Similar doctrinc=<-they tended, as Smith points out, "to mag- 

nify the growing goodness o” man and 9 obscure the funda= 

mental roots of human sinfulness."20 

"VYoral progrercs” was the heavenly city of the rineteenth- 

eentury; -heologianse=* 

A worid war, a denression, and another world war did 

much ‘to shake he complacency of those who read man’s nature 

from assweptions concerning his desciny. Theology was re- 

called by catastrophe to a serious reconsideration of the 

hnristian doctrine of originel sin. Sn long before the 

eraching events of 192% 2 Viennese doctor named Sigmund 

Froud had begun to cas: doubts upon the optimistic view of 

man held by the ninectesnth century. Froud was a contomnorary 

of the ‘heologians cited abovee ut in distinction from then 

he firmly believed that no tmowledge of man was available by 

nested + 
ASLE Jo

 ght, intuition, or revelation; lkmowledge, even knowledge rt
 

of man himsel*, must proceed from empirical investigation. 

Frevd wrote several books on the future of civilizations but 

they followed, thoy did not preeede, a careful inves igation 

  

20ipide, De 1976 
  

2lge, also John Baillie, Tie Nelief in Progress (ilew 
Yorks: Charles Seribner's Sons, 195i). 

PRITZLAFF MEMORIAL LIBRARY 
CONCORDIA SEMINARY 
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of man and Sis na‘uree Freud reasserted the princinie of 

realisms he studied the nature of man before he studied 

his destiny. 

Tis paper will begin with Sigwund Freud and his attempt 

4O analyz: the human predicamen* without prior beneltit of 

Llilusion. ‘This is not to say thas Freud had no illusions. 

|e
 hee The signifieanec of the Freudian aprroach to man lies in 

respret for the sciontitic method, a method ideally capable 

of weeding out liiusion in the long run and of bringing to 

light “he empirically verifiable factse 

The emphacis in this paper will be on the Neo-Freudians, 

the "nsycho-soclologists" who made uce of Freud's methed and 

in tho course o” their investigations developed a co-cent of 

human nature padicaily different from his. “he continuities 

Will be strecsed throughout, forihis papor is intended to in=- 

dicate the similaritics and the @ifferences between the 

"eglontific™ “heory of mman nature whose s udy Freud 

initia’ ed and the traditional theory of Christianicy. 

What is the concept of human nature and destiny which 

has been develoned by an integrat7d social sciecce, in parti- 

cular by psychologists, a tempting to employ the insights of 

all the social sciences in a study of man? What is the sig= 

ificanee of thic eonesnt Tor biblical anthronology? 

In addition to Freud, four major writers will be cone 

sidered. Haren Horney in mo ways preeiritated the basic 

preak with Frend's "biologism." rich From tricd more 
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specifically to relate the findings of psychoanalysis to 

man in soeietye David Riesman approzehed the same problem 

from the standpoint of a sociologist. Sebas'ian de Grazia 

bego:. from Yhat of a political scientist. Both have been 

fWained in psychiairye * 

An atuempt witl also be made to indicate the extent of 

by showing both its derivation and ite influcnees 

Finally, this paper will try to relate the findings of 

nsyeho=-soclology to the Christian underctanding of mane ‘The 

theology of Paul 'illich will be suggested ac a possible 

bridge. 

   



  

Sigmund Freud did not share the optimism of th: contury 

which he was born. The belief in the goodness of man B 

which characterized hic age was, to Freud, pure iilusion. 

Man does not tend naturally toward the good. Rather, man 

has within himself an aggressive instinct, an instinet to- 

ward death, the existence of which both history and cxuperi«- 

ence attest. 

The evolution of culture 1s thereforc not = proccss 

moving eternally upward and onward. Freud writes: 

It muct preccnt to uc the strugsgl: between Eros and 
Death, betwoon the instinets of life and the instincts 
of Gestruction, as 1t works itself out in the numan 
species. T-ls struggle is what all life essentially 
consists of and so the evolution of civilization may 
be simply deseribed as the struggle of the human species 
for existence.“ 

  
in the mannsr of Hobbes, Freud strerzses the basic hor= 

tility between men. "“liomo hominid lupus; who haz the courage 

Gisyute it in the face o° all the evidenee in his own li’e 6
 i 

& in bistery?"3 ge 

  

Leigeund Freud, New Introcuctory Lectumesion Psychoanaly~ 
sis, translated from the German by “. J. sprott Ciew Sont: 
We We Norton & Coes Ce 1936), po 142. Wil be referred to | 
hereafter as New Lectures. 

@sigmmd Froud, Civilization and Its Discontents, tranc- 
lated from the German by Joan Riviere Ciew York: Jonathan Canc 
& Narrison Smith, ce 1930), p. 102. Referred to hereafter as 
Civilizevion. 

3ibid., pe 85.  
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Freud denicd tha’ he was driven to this conelucion by 

any particular ee for the Veltanschauung of psy= 

choanalysis is leltavschauung of science. Fsychoanalysis 

has nonce of dts own. "In reality psychoanalysis ics a me hod 

of invostig 9 
- al
e 

i o = ~ 
e
s
 t os r
w
 impartial instrument like, say, the in= 

Pindtocinal ealeulus. 

here is Tor Freud no other source o” imowledsre about 

the universe then the intellectual manipulation of caretully 

veri‘icd observatio:ce Wo lmowledge can be obtained from 

: ; 5 revelation, intuition, or ins tione? 

  

based on scicnee has essentially negative characteris*ics: 

it "lindte itself to truth and rejeets ilIusio.<."6 

Freud insistc, of course, that science itself Is no 

illusion. "No, science i= no iliusion. But it would be an 

ililveion to suppose that we could get avywhere cise what it 

ea ot give us. 7 

This dogmatic certainty about “he non-illusory character 

of seience can be aqucs’ioned. But the point here is ‘hat 

Freud thoroughly accepted ite Henee he Pejected any under= 

based upon an adequate appraisal c
e
 

standing of human destiny not 

    

*Sigt und Frevd, Th. Future of an Tliusion, transia ted 
irom thr German by 1 D. Hopson- co orono: ‘rae trwin 
& Coe,g Ge 1928), pn. ty. Referred to nerea*ter ac To iucion. 

Stew Loetures, peAl7. 

Stpid., pe 2u8 

Illusion, pe 98.  
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of the empirically demonstrable ‘acts o” human nature. 

whether or not Freud'« understanding of human nalure is 

correct, hc did reverse the trend toward reasoning from 

man's: destiny to his na ure. 

waren Horney, the first of the Neo-freudians to be 

treated in this paper, asser s that Freud's philosophy, 

which stem-ed from his understa: ding of wha’ man actually 

is, Was pessimistic. "Ours," she writes, "with all its cog=- 

miganece of the tragle element in neurosis, is an optimistic 

One of the tacks of this paper will be to indicate how 

ich mace Freud a pessimist, the psychoanalytic 

aprzoach to man and his problems, has made others, notably 

he psychosociologists, optimistic (or at leact relatively 

optimictie). 

Wheat were tho “facts” of human nature, as determined by 

science? 

Fvevd was an instinct psychologist. He nover terminated 

a discussion of human drives, institutions, or tendeacies 

without an atlempt toe relate them to some fundamental biologi- 

cal inctinet from whieh: they ultimately draw ieir strength. 

In the course o° working out hic own theory of instinet- 

and human behavior, Freud eventually concluded thal there were 

    

= 
“Karen “lorpney, Meurosis and Tuman Growth (New York: 

ie We Morton & Coo, 1950)) De 37ue 
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two major clasres of instincts: the egzoein=tinet« and she 

toxual instincts. Although he had earlier identi‘icd the 

ego~instincts with the urge toward self<preservation, his 

last formulation reverses this decision and oxplicitly 

eauates the egowins inets with the instinet: toward death.? 

From his study of repetition=compulsion, Freud develop d 

ime theory that.an instinct is a ‘endency innate in living 

organic matter impelling it toward the reinstatement of an 

earlier condition. Instincts are, in other words, the cx= 

” 
pression of the conservative nature of living beings 2t0 

Organic derelopzent is therefore credited to external 
  

Sorcese ‘The evolution of the carth haz 1+ft an imprint on 

e development of its organisme. But he conser a’ive ore 

ganic ins inct= save absorbed every one of these enforced al= 

evations and have stored them up for repetition. The 

instincts are not striving for change and progress, though = 

this may be heir cuperficial appearance. ‘They are actually   
endeavoring to reach an old goal by ways both old and new. 

Ultimately, since the inanimate preceeded the animate, the goal 

2 
ze is death. As oxternal fluences caused iife to = of ail 1 

evolve farther and farther from lis original ctate of death, 

living substance war compelled to take more complicated and |     

       

  

9skgramd Freud See Deyond the pleasure Principle, translated 
from the German by . e Mupbac (London: int Pnational 
Prychom finaly, ical Press, ce 1922), "Ba S:. Cf. also lew Lece 
tures, ppe 10-1. : 

     

1Osigmund Freud, Beyond the Pleacure Princivie, ppe Wi~G. 
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circuitous routes to its goal of d-ath. The phenomena of 

life which ve obser'’e are nothing more than thece circuitous 

Foutes tovard death.tt 

The sexual instinct: are also conservative, in that they 

tend toward production of am carlisr condition of living sub= 

stance; but ‘hey arc also life instine*s, prolonging the 

journey throughout the course of which life presses toward 

death. But apart from the sexual instincts, there are no 

others having ac ‘heir objcet a condition not yet a=taincd. 

All others strive toward the rein:tateme:t of an carlicr con= 

ditions? stated in another fa Rion, cll non=-cexual in tincts 

are death instincts or “instincts of aggres ions” 

Instincts have a source, and object, and an aims Their 

rouree is alway: excitation within the tody. ‘Their object 

may be @° ained in the subject*s: own body, but is usually an 

outcide object. The aim of the instinets is always to remove 

the excitation. In the course of its path from source to aim, 

an instinet becomes operative mentally +3 

Were this process perrit’ed to opcrate in the mechanteal 

fashion which Freud describes, the complications which mar 

human existence would not set in. But there arc forces tending 

to block the instinct from the realization of its aime 

  

LlIbide, Pde 16-8. 

1L2tpid., poe '9=51. 

Iie Legciurec, pp. 132-36 
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One is the super-ego. The super=cfo Le a cpliteoff 

portion of the ego, an observing funetion separated from the 

3 est of the ego in the course of the ego's normal develop= 

mente One of the activitics of this function is conviction 

and muni chment 24 The supcr-ego represents the entire cor 

pus of morality's demands. Conseience is a part of th 

SUpeI=CL0 » 

Note thas conscience is something within uc3 but it has 

not been in us from the beginning. It ir not a "natural 

InowLledge of the law," for example, divinely implanted at 

birihe mall children are in fact notoriously amoral. The 

role which the cupereogo ic to play later ic taken at first 

by the parents, who grant proofs of af*ection or threaten 

punichment, loss of love, a= the consequence of cer‘ain 

tynes of behavior. But later the external restriction® are 

introjected, -o that the suner=ego takes “he place of the 

parental function. ‘Then the tuper=-cego become "not merely 

the legatee of parental authority," but “actually the heir 

of its body. "19 

WLthout going any further into the theoretical assunpe 

tions implicit in the concept of the suyereego, we pass on 

o Freud's idea of Lis activity. The super-ego is the 

vehicle of the ego-ideal, by which the ego meacures itself, 

  

Uitpid., DPe Blm6 @ 

L5Ibid.» Be &9. 
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toward which 1% s rives, and whose demands for ercr= 

increa ing porfection 1% ic always endeavoring to fulli11.16 

It compiieates the tasks of the ego by giving it a third 

master to servee ‘The ego serves firs® of all the id, from 

which it has been modified by its proximity to the external 

world. But it serves alco the oxternal world, modifying 

the demands of the id in accord with the "reality=principic." 

To put it in another way, the ego has the task of finding 

way: for the id’to satisfy its aims without contradicting 

the harsh facts of external reality. When a third master, 

the super-ego, is introduced, and the ego is now compelled 

to satisfy three conflicting sets of demands, those from the 

external world, tire super-ego, and the dd, the hard-pressed 

ego may develop amrcloty e+? 

The id is amoral, the ego strives to be moral, the super= 

ego is hyper-moral. Since the id is the source of the in=- 

“tinets whieh the ego must accomodate and the super-<ezo 

tends often towerd violent opposition to “he libidinal id 

urges, the ego is in an uncomfortable position, buffeted by 

hostilities and open to varicd dengers.@ ‘hi-, for Freud, 

° 

  

16Inid., poe 92-3. 

17Ipide,s pe 106. Cf. al-o Sigmund Freud, She Bgo and the 

id, transTated from the German by Joan Riviere ‘(London ¢ 
flogarth Press, ec. 1927), pp. 82-5. 

18eaemund Freud, She Eso and the Id, pp. 79-00. 
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Freud developed at Leas: two theorics of anxioty.9 

Sus he never changed hic ecnential conelucion tat neurotic 

anxicty is alway: co neeted with the rendering unusable of 

a given quantity of 1ipido.29 Originally he had held that 

unsatisfied Libido, tha’ i*, undisc arged exeliation, wan 

transformed directiy into anxicty.- Later he modivzed hie 

theory to make anxic'y a caure of instinct repression. An 

inetinet is repressed beeause of the belief that nunishment = 

  

LL 2ollow its gratification. Freud went even farther than 

hic. He identified that which is feared. The small boy 

yo hic father as a consequence of his 

libidinal urge toward his mother. Girls, who can't have a 

fear of castration, fear instead the loss of lovee. ‘The two 

factors have a com on roots they are both ultimately fear 

separation from the mother, a repetition of ths original 

bir theanxclety 2 

Psychoanalytic therapy according ‘to Freud procerds from 

an understanding of the two ways in which anxiety arises. Tt 

may be called forth as a signal of an earlicr dager situation, 

that is, from fear of an emergence of a trauzatie factor 

(pirth-amrlety), or it may come directly from trauzatic 

  

19compare Sigsund Freud, She Problem of Anxiet 
Jated from the German by Henry Aiden Bunker (5 
Norton & Coe, Ce 1936) and Hew Lecturer, lecture KV. 

  

20rey Lecture i, De 1156 

@1ipid., pre 119-22. Gomvare The Problem of Anxiety, 

  

ppe'73_ Us—4e 
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factors, ac when the ego come into contact with an exe 

cessive libidinal demand. To put it in another way, anxlety 

may be the direct effect of a traumatic factor, or it may be 

Q@ clignal that a traumatic factor threatens to recur. And 

Freud held that birth, as the original trauma, is the pattern 

and protetype for all subseaucnt attacks of anxicty.22 

This treatment of anxiety has led into theoretical 

niceties weich actually go beyond the scope of this paper. 

Bui. the diccussion has been presented for two reasons. Firet 

oF all, the concent of anxicty is an extremcly important one 

‘or the psycho=-sociologlsts, as will be seen bolow.se “econdly, 

Freud's treatment of anxiety provides an exccilent i be
d fet
 

usira= 

tion of certain premises and operating ascumptions which are 

to be criticized in detail and then rejeetad by the psycho 

soclologict 23 They include a biological oricntation, a 

concentration upon sexual factors in neurosis, and a 

mechani ticeevolutionistie interpretation of hucan develop= 

ment that sees Later develomments a> e:sentlally reviatitions 

of childhood experiences. 

On the basis of his under-tanding of man, his biologicai- 

psychological=chemical nature, Freud constrvets a fairly 

detailed theory of human destiny. 

  

®2ew Loetures, p. 130. Also The Problem of Anxiety, 
ppe 72=66 

236f. especially Horney's examination of the Freudian 
premises in te next chapter. ‘ * 
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What is the purpose of 14fe? Freud's answer: 

apparently there is non. Perhaps there is not even the 

right to ask this question, for it presupposes a belief in 

the superiority of the human racc, and Freud's biological 

man makes such a belis? untenable. 

Treud prafors to answer a icss ambitious quessions 

what Coos che behavior of men indicate ‘he purpose of their 

lives :o be? And this he can answer. Huren benavior indi-=- 

caten chat happiness is the goal of life. Man wishes to be= 

pieacurce The "plea: annie which Freud finds 

onerating especially in the id Graws up the program of Life's 

purpoce and dominates the operation of the mental apparatus 

Sworn thie beg nine 
-romn © NINE « 

But the possibilities for happiness are limited from 

the outset by tie hwzean constitution. Hanpiness comes from 

the satisfaction of pent-up needs. It is by its nature a 

transitory exporiences; mon are only abie intenssly ‘to enjoy t an 

contracts. Moreover, suffering comes from the body itscif, 

‘vom the outer worid in which the person is foread to live, 

and from the necessary relations with other mone ‘0 

humanity ¢ reduecd its demands for happiner=, just as the 

plearure-principle itself changes into tse more accom sodating 

rlity=principle under “he influcnee of the external en=- 

vironnent oat 

  

Moivilization, ppe 26-9.   
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Freud is completely non-evaluative in chkctching “he 

various means for th  attaimnent of happines=. “oe suggests 

intoxication; the ancihilation of instincts, a= in Yogi's 

sublimation, “uch az the artist's "joy in creating"; living € 

in a dtcam world, guided by illusions or making love the 

enter of all things and anticipating happiness from loving 

aud ovred.s. “But in aii this, he coneludes, there i- aud boing 

no ‘overign recipe which suit 7 

“= « 
. 
~ Le Each one must find for 

himself th: particuler mean” by which he may achieve 

"= : 
It is im-ediately apnarent that not all these route are 

op: to everyone. External reality impocer limitations upon 

eaen individual in ris ques" for happiness. Intoxicants may 

be too exnentive, the individual may ‘not be artictically in= 

elincd or hie may not have the capacity for ereduliiy wiieh 

gp rmit- others to find hapyviness in a ecrtiain illusion. Ali 

his has becn already implied. Bot there is one additional   % 

source of Pesiraint upon mone That 15 culture, or civiliga= 

tion, with a1] tits tinjunetions. 

Culture LI: Gecigned nrineipally as a d-fense arainst 

nature. ‘This is its raison dtotre.76 Mantes celf-esteen i 

craves consolation, life and the universe must be rid of ni 

their terrors, and man's curiosity, pure and practical,   
  

25rbid., pe 0. 

2612usIi0n,-26 266    
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demand: answers. Culture performs these tasic:.27 And 14 

is religion wich, traditionally, has been charged by cul-= 

ture with the prinary respon *Libiiity. Men have invented 

religiou ideas, “illusions,” which persist to the extent 

that they satisfy the human craving for security and imow= 

ledge. The forces of nature are given the characteristics 

ather, they are transformed into gods, in accord 

with an infantile and phylogenctie prototype. The gods exe 

ercize the terrors of nature, reconcile man to his fate, 

and make amends for the suffering and privation which 

communal life has imposed on mane28 

Freud believes that these throne major chores of the 

Gods are subject over time to a shift in emphasis. As men 

gradually come to recognize that natural phenomena develop 

of themselves from natural nececsity, and that the god- 

themselves are subjse’ to Destiny, their expectation: con= 

centrate om the third tasks morality becomes the pvroper 

Gomain of the godse he gods must adjust the defects and 

evils of culture. ‘the rules of culture are simltancously 

elevated to divine status and entrusted to the guardian hip 

of the gods. What evilture demands becomes the divine wille?? 

  

27Ibides De 26 

28tpid., De 30. 

29Ibid.es Bde. 31-26 
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nd so a rich store of ideas is formed, with increa ing 

projection of jucties into the future ac men keep looling for 

anelioration of their plight, and sn eventual eschato’ ogical 

emphasis. At come point all the gods are united into one 

God, making possible an intimate child-father relationship. 

And the whole complex of ideas ic prized as the most valuable 

possesion of culture and its mort precious gift to its ade 

heren 3,20 

Commimai life, as stated above, imposes suffering and 

privation upon mean. Culture is a burden, for which man re- 

quires compensation. ‘hy should this be? What is the nature 

of the resivic ions which culture imposes? And if they are 

onerous, why does man not discard them? 

The instinet of sexuality draws two people to each other 

and enables them to form a rudimentary comunity. But bee 

cause man is by nature aggressive, two ic company and three   
is a crowd. Cul ure, however, must create a larger sense oF 

comuni' y than that shared by the libidinally attracted pair 

if collective life is to be possible, with any reasonable de=~ 

gree of security. So culture makes the high demand “Love 

your enemies" and "Love your neighbor a: your-clr." In order 

to enforce this demand, in order to appropriate the necessary 

libido (there is no love without withdrawal from tho resorvoir 

of libido), culture levies energy from sexuality. In its   
30Ibid., DDe 32-5. 
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effort to ereate a commmity wider tan the original lipicie 

nally ativacted pair, culture becomes antaganoctic to 

sexunlity. In Freud's own words, "1t exacts a heavy toll of 

aiveinhibited libido in ord-r *o strengthen comaumitics. 31 

Culture obeys an inner erotic impulse which bids i+ 

bind mankind into ever Larger comsunities. But since it can 

do this only at the cost of instinct suppression--suppression, 

in fact, of that very instinct which lies at the root of cul= 

ture's= urge to ercate community=—th» process ereates an 

« anbivalence within man which is recognised as a sence of 

guilte Culture can in thess circumstances fulfill it- tak 

only by fomen*ting an evrr-Inereating cence of guilt. Hence 

"he price of progress in civilisation is paid in forfciting 

happiness through the heigitening of the tonse of guils."3 

Culture accompliches much of its ta k through the super= 

ego, Which it seeker to strmgthen as its most valuable p y= 

chological porse" lon. She supsre-cgo restricts man in his 

sexual urges, compels sublimation of the instinets which 2 

erave caticfaction, and creates comunity acd culture. 

Priritive man was betsor off in this respect, Freud 

Me imew nothing of such restrictions upon his ine Pa
 

a fe rag
 

7]
 

e 

‘pinets. But he edd the price in a los: of security.3* 

    

3igivilization, pp. 80-7. 

32Ipid., pp. 121-3. 

33iliucion, p. 18. 

_ igivilization, ppe 91~2. 
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She real tasis lying before social scientists is to reduce 

th evil consequences o° repression without giving up any 

SCCUPLtY e 

The most that can be hoped Yor is not very much. ‘The 

burden of instinctuel sacrifices can bom diminished to the 

necessary minimum by rational examination, the instincts 

can be reeonciled somewhat to the suppression which muct 

remain, and Lhey can be compensated for these.33 Unfortu 

nately, man's limited capaci*=y for cducation sets limits to 

what can be dose by such a cultural transformation. “he 

majority which 1: present ta
s 

ct
 “Ly hostile ‘so culture can perhaps 

be reduecd to a minority. Although this is probably ali 

that men can realictically hope to accomplish, even thir 

much i- a great deai.36 For the destructive, anti-social 

tendeneier are prescnt in all men, and in many are «troug 

enough to determine their final behavior in society.37 

it hac already been pointed ont that culture, in *he 

effort to secure obcdience to it» dictates, project tiem 

into the will of God. At least, this has been the accepted 

practice thus fer in human history. Religion has been the 

tiaanon of culturc. 14 Peligion is av iliusion. Religious 

ideas or dogma: are derived from human wister. (Freud dic= 

tinguishes carefully illusion ane dolu ione Delusion coc 

flicts with reality. Illusion, whic: neither admits of 

  

35z11usion, pe 12. 

3tpid., poe WH. 
37ibid., Hpe 10—2.6   
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proof nor disproo™, is not refutable.) The meacure of rr 

ligion's strength is the cte-ngth of the wishes whieh 

caused its rise.38 

Proud calls religion the universal obsessional nevrosi+ 

of humanity, lik=s ali neuroses, ser’ing a purpoce, namely, 

the allayment of anxiety. By acesnting the universal 

neurosis the indi idual may spare himself the task of 

forming a per onal neurosi 

are nourotic survivals, th 

se39 Bul sines religiou- dogmas 

‘yY will be abandoned with the 

fateful inexorabiiity of a process of growth. And Freud be= 

liever that the time has come for a deliberate effort to ree 

place these “consequences of Propre*sion" with the re-ults 

or rational montal effort, as it done in the analytic 

treatment of neurotics. Perhaps, though Freud admits the 

pos ibility of wishful thinting here, this replacement of 

religious illusions by rational ideas will make the tasic of 

reconciling mon to culture a littie bit caster 40 

It might bo possible that rcason could function to 

ereate “he morality necessary for the preservation of civilt= 

Zation if its development wore not choked at an carly age by 

tieught prohibitions in the name of peligion, Froud believed 

that the experiment of a non=r-ligious education should at 

  

38rpid., np. 52-5. 

39°Zpid., ppe 75-7« 

"Olpid., pp. 77=86 
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least be tried. Should it fail, he would be willing to re= 

turn to his earlier judgment: man is a eroature of weak 

[-*
 ntelligenee, governed by his instinctual wishes, and re= 

uiring religious dogua to x<eep hiz elvilizea YL 

But “he possible advantages to be gained ovtweigh any 

riske of failure. When man no longer suffer: from the polson 

j-
= which he har imbibed from childhood, he will find hirseif in 

ieult sLtuation. le will discover his helplessnes~ and 
= 

a dif: 

his invignificant role in the univerve. He will Learn that 

he is not the center of ereation and the object of a benero= 

lent Providence's care. We will be like the child who has 

Left the warm and comfortable home. 

But is it not the destiny o° childhood to be overcoue? 

an entinot remain a child forcver. fle must eventually undergo 

“aducation to reality." Sooner or tater he must learn to live 

content and reSigned ‘o what is true and no-cible.t@ 

In the long run, nothing can with: “and reason and ex= 

perirnce, and the contradiction religion offers to both is 

only too palpabic. ot cven a purificd, sublimated r-ligion. 

aL permanently withstand the scrutiny of reason and exneri-= 

ence. And if religion confines itself to belief in a higher, 

piritual Being whore qualities are indefinable and whose 

intention: cannot be discerned, while 1t may he proof against 

  

topid oo PP» O3—%. 

heopsa ©9 pp e 65=6 e
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the interference of selence, it will also relinguish the 
1.2 

interest of man. 7 

The picture, then, is this. Religion has served its 

urpose of ercating and custaining community. It hae alco 

provided a universal neurotis which has saved men from ine 

Givldual and perhaps more coriou: neuroses. But religion 

ic loring its hold on the minds of men, and eventually will 

be an illu:ion of the pact. There are porsible benefits in 

this, the benefits which acerue from the abandonment of any 

neuro is. And the retreat of religion just might make cule 

ture's civilising task easier by permitcing and necessitating 

a rational explanation of culture's laws, an. explanation 

Which will decrease the hostility which most mon feel toward 

Freud suggests helping the inevitable. ‘The abandonment 

of r-ligion will take place as a proces: of growth, not by a 

pure act of the rational wlll. Our tesk is to further this 

development, like a sensible scacher tt 

  

U3Ibid.e, pe re 

“Hipide, poe 73-66 

 



  

  

CHAPTER IIit 

AREM HORE, 

It would be misleading to exagzerate the discon=- 

tinulty between Freud, the founler of psychoanalysis, an 

>. the psycho-sociological writers whom we shall examine next. 

Haren Horney and Erich Fromm, to give two examples, con 

sider their interpretations peychoanalrsis. 

In the introduction to fie Neurotic Personality of Our 

  

Time Horney raises the questions Is this still psychoansly— 

sis? She answers that it denends on what one Hola’as essential 

2 
in psychoanalysis. 

If one believes that it 1s constituted entirely by tie 
sum total of theories pronounied by Treud, then what 
is presented here is not psychoanalysis, If, however, 
one believes that the essentials of paychoanalysis lie 
in certain basic trenis of thoucht concerning the role 
of unconselous processes and the ways in which they’ 
fini expression, and in oa, form of therapeutic treat=- 
ment that brings these processes to awareness, then 
wheat I present is nsychoanalysis.e 

She arsues that deference to Freud's sigantie achiceve-= 

mente should show Ltself not in slavish imitation but in 

pbuilding on the foundations ‘that he has laid, thus fulfillin 

the nossibilities which psychoanalysis has for the futures 

Fundasentally, however, her interpretation does rest on 

Freuiian crounde Her maingratitude goes to Freud, beeause 

  

   of our Time 
Inexe Referred 

litaxen, Horney, The Neurotice Forsonalit 
(New Yorks We. We Norton @ Coe, 1957), De 
to hereafter as Personality. 
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he has provided the foundation and the tools.2 

The eritLeal point of departure Norney ums up in the 

Lollowing words: 

Ky conviction, expressed in a nutshell, is that p 
choanalysis “Hould oulgrow the li: dtations sat oy yes 
being an instinctivistic and 2 genttice psychology. 

when attention is focused on the actual novrotic 

difficulties eneountered, it is dircovered that they are 

= 
goncrated not only by incidental individual experiences, 

  

bat alco by spetific cultural conditions. 

when wo realize the gr ake import of cultural] conditions 
on neuroses the biological and n phy ologienl condit ions, 
which ore considercd by Proud to be their ro t, recede 
inte the background. + 

    

A ., s 
assumed that the instinctual drive- or objcct Preur 

relationships frequent in any culture are biologically de=- 

termined "human nature" or arise out of unalterable situa= 

tions cueh as his blologically given "pregenital stages" or   the Oedipus complicx. Horncy mai tains that his consequent 

Gisregard of cultural factors isd to faise gencralizgations 

and blocied an understanding of the reai forces which motivate 

ovr at/itudes and actions.’ 

The reverse side of his biological orientation was a 

lack of sociological orientation. ‘Thus he tended to atiti= 

  

xaren Norney, licw Ways in Psychoanalysis (lew Zork: 
We We Norton & Coos 1939), pp. 7=te ‘creafter referred to 
as New Wayse 

3IbiGe, De Se 

“personality, De ville 

IL bides DD» 20-1.  
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bute social phenomena primarily to psychic factors, and 

these, of cours, primarily to biological factors, Freud 

Gld not sce a culture as tho result of a complex social 

process but primarily as the product of biological drives 

which are repressed or sublimated, with the result that 

Peaction formations arc bullt up against then. And the more 

complete the suppression, th: higher the actual Gerelopment.® 

fne attempt to correct Freud's sociological naivete is 

a distinguis.ing featurn of what we have chosen to call 

esychoe- ociclogye 

The development of a new concept of human nature and 

destiny wlll be seen more cleariy after a -ummary of the 

yar icular Freudian premises which Norney rejects or at 

least calls into question. 

Feeud's biological orientation has already been dis= 

cussed. It leads him, Yorney believes, to regard psychic i 
[<s] 

manifectations as the rasuit of echemical=-physiologicai fore a 

        
     

   

  cess to regard psychic experiences and the sequence of their 

occurrence as determined almost exclusively by constitutional 

op hereditary factors: and to explain psychic differences bee 

tween the sexes as the result of anatomical differencese é 

‘She second premise of Freud which she attacks is rela 

to the firste Tie ninetecnth ecntury was little aware of 

cultura! differences. As a child of his time Fre 

  

SIbid., pp, 262-3.
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to the prevailing tendency to assign peeulioritics of 

one's ow euliture to human nature in generals This ethno= 

centrism must be modified in the light of later anthrono= 

logical inve tigations. 

A third characteristic of Freud's approach is hie exe 

plicit ab “ention from any moral evaluation. This attitude 

influenced certain theoretical consideration=, uch as the 

doctrine of the scuper=cgo, a3 well as psychoanalytic therapy. 

It's role in the shaping of Freud's attitude toward life 

goal has been indicated above. 

& fourth basis of Freud's thinting is his tendency to 

view psychic factors as pairs of oppolitese This dualistic 

thinking, deeply ingrained in thethilosovhic mentality of 

the nineteenth century, “hows throughout Freud's thcoreti- 

eal formulationse Zach in tinct theory he propounds, for 

example, tends to make the totality of psychic manizesta= 

tions comprehensible under two rigidly contrasting grouns 

of trends. 

A ry
 final important characteristic, closely akin to the 

one just mentioned, is Freud's mechanistic-cvolutionistic 

thinking. Evolutionistic thinking is the presupposition 

that things which exist toGay have dereloned out of previous 

siageSe Mechanistic-cvolutionistie thinking is a special 

form of evolutionistie thinking. It implics that present 

manifestations are not only conditioned by the past, but 

contain nothing exeent the past. Nothing really new is 

erented in the process of development. what we see today is 
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only the old in a changed forme ‘Thus Freud can recognize 

only duantitative changes; a change in quality would be ine 

consistent with his operating assumptions.? 

Vorney tries to escape the pitfalls which these ascump= 

tions place in the nath of nsychoanalysic by concentrating 

on "the actually oxicting conflict= and the neurotic's 

attempts to solve them, on the actually existing anxieties 

and th: defenses he has built un againct thomen® In a scene 

“he accuses Freud of not being selentific “nough, of ictting 

his intuited theories mold the pattern of his “acts. She 

aitempts, in a more genuinely empirical fashion, to begin 

again on the basis of imeressions gained in long psycho= 

Horney doubts whether a neurosis ca: be adequately de= 

fe 
fined « he offers instead a descrintion. A neurosis is a 

yp yehic di-turbance brovght about by fears and defenss 

against these fears, and by attempts to find compromise ‘olue 

tions for conflicting tendoncies oO This is a working des= 

cription, containing a minimum of a oriori, doctrinal 
  

assumptions, from which Horney attempts to chart "new ways 

in peychoanalysics." 

A concept stressed througout p-ychoanalytie writings 

and emphasised especially by Horney is one which she first 

  

- Yr 
ue v 7Hew Vays, ppe 37-45 

Cperconality, pe vile 

QIbid., pe Xe Compare New Ways, ppe 7-8. 

10per-onality, pre 20-9. 
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treats “ystematically in The Neurotic Personality of Our 

fime: the concept of anxiety. Freud had written exten 

  

Sively on anxiety, but there is 2 profound aqificrenee, as 

will be seen. 

To review briefly, Freud had proposed two theories of 

anxiety. The firct was that anxiety results from a rce~ 

pression of impulses, and this refcrread exclusively to the 

impulses of sexuality. Sexual energy prevented from dis= 

charge will produce physiesl tension which is transformed 

into anxiety. His second theory suggested that neurotic 

anxicty resulted from fear of those impulses of which the 

discovery or pursuit vould ineur an external danger. ‘This 

interpretation referred not only to sexual impulses but also 

to those of aggres-ion. 

Horney calls for an integration of these theories. 

Anxiety, in her opinion, results not so much from a fear of 

our impulses as from a fear of renressed impulse. Yuriver= 

B more, anxiety will result from impulses who-e expression 

would incur an external danger only so long as an individual 

ov “ocial taboo resting on thom renders them dangerous. The 

cultural attitude existing in America today, moreover, makes 

hostility rather then sexuality a specific source of anxiety. 

Mnally, Horney differ- from Freud in hic assumption tiat an-= 

xiety is generated oniy in childhood, ard that later occur~ 

renees are based on infantile reactions. An attitide may be 

generated in childhood, but it is not therefore an infantiie   
—
—
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reactione % is more Likely « development than a reneciie 

tion.-+ 

7 e distinction between fear and anxiety is a crucial 

one. There is one claw in the iraditional distin:tion: 

fear is justi°ied by external eens, while anxiety is a 

Gdisprovoriionate reaction or even reaction to an imaginary 

_ oe 
danger. Hier objection stems from the fact that to the 

neurotic the danger is olways actual, and the decision as to 

Whether a reaction is proportionate depends on the average 

edge existing in the culture. Fear of black sats, for 

example, is not neurotic in all cultures, but only in those 

weich geierally assume there is no relation betwesn mis= 

fortune and fcline peranbulations, “non-superstitious" 

culturese Ina sens, then, fear ard anxiety are both pro=- 

portionate reactions to actual dangers; but in the case of 

fear the danger ir a transparent, objective on™, while in the 

ease of anxiety it i> hidden and -ubjective. The nevrotic's 

anxiety concerns the situation as it appear= to hin, not ar 

it appear” to observers. Thus he cannot be argued out of 

hic anxiety. Te proper therapeutic task is to discover 

the meaning which certain -ituation. have for hint? 

Tt 1° possible to deseribe more completely toe sube 

ic jective factor which the nevrotic frarse 

  

LLIbid .y DDe 75-8. 

L2ipid., pp. 42alr. 
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In principle, any impulse has the potential powsr to 

provoke anxicty, provided that its GQiscovery or pursuit 

would mean viola®*ion of other vital interests, and provided 
s 

that it 1. sufficiently irperative.?3 In fact, hostile in 

pulses of various Irtinds form the main courec from which 

ne neurotic anxiety springs. In addition, anxiety, when 

ased on a feeling of being menaced, may provoke a reactive 

o
 

we
 cr
 ility in defense, If toe reactive hostility in turn 

create anxlety, a vicious cycle i ereated.13 

The connection between hostility and anxiety is best 

scen from an examination of the psychological conscauences 

of ropressing hostility. Repressing hostility moens pre= 

tending that everything i> all right and thu- refraining 

rom Lighting when we ought to be fighting, or at least want 

a 
to fight. Tie consequence is a fecling of defenseles=nes= 

or the reinforcement of such a fecling already in existence.16 

Furthermore, repressed animosity becomes dissociated anda 

expanded. By its very dissociation 1: will in the course of 

time usually become intcnsified from out-ide soureos.27 
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At thie noint a second "pretense" often occurs The 

individual projects hic ho-tile imoulses to the out-ide 

worlde tle pretends that the destructive impulses come not 

from him but from someone or something outside. ‘The object 

of this projection takes on cxtremely formidable proportions, 

and the feeling of defenselossness is ini ensified2® 

Horney concludess 

These processe’ brought about by repres«cd ho tility 
result in the affect of anxicty. in fact, the re= 
pression generates cxactly the state which 1 
charactori tic of anxiety; a feeling of defenselesrs= 
ness toward what is felt as an overpowering danger 
menacing Trov outside 19 

  

The significance of this discussion for an undcr= 

atanding of human nature and destiny is CONC LINE * Horney's concept o 

realized when still another concent is taken into accoun’: 

the “basic anxiety." 

Feom an exarination of the childnood hictories of 

reat mumbers of neurotic persons Horney Cinds that there ir 

a corizon denominator in the en ironment. Te basic evil is 

bly a lack of genuine warmth and affection. =? in con= 

bination with other, les important factors, a condition is 

erpeated characterized by an insidiencly inereasing, all-= 

per ading feeling of being loncly an@ helpless in a sostite 

worid. ‘This attitude is the nutritive soil out of which @ 

definite neurosis may develop at any time. This attitude, 

  

Lrpid., pe 70. 

L9OTDId., De 7le 

20Ibid., ppe 79-80. 
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beeav e of the fundsmental role weich it plays in neuroses, 

Vorney has called "the basic arsxclety. "2 

This basic anxiety underlies all relationcshins to 

2 mf neonlce® It way be roughly deseribed as a fecling of being 

Thi {=
 9 insignificant, helpless, deserte ed, endan aoa in a 

world that is out to abuse, cheat, attack, hualliate, betray, 

envye@3 Although it concerns people, it say be entirely 

dives'ed of its personal character and transformed into a 

fecling of helplessness berore nature, political cvents, or 

even fate. 

vith ineisive clarity "orney dircucse> the four major 

techniaues by which a person tries to protect himscif against 

the basic amrlety.22 Firet of all securing affection vay 

serve as a poverful protection against amciety. ‘The motto 

ies If you love me you will net hurt mre 

Secondly, submissiveness may serve te same purpo e. 

Here the motto is: If T give in, I shall not be hurt 

Thirdly, the person may try to protect himself by acquire 

ing power. The motto in this case: If I have power, no one 

can hurt iee 

    

@libid., pe 89. 

f2ibid.y pe 90. 

*3tpides pe 926 

AIbid., pre 93-! 
29T Ide, pe 96-9   
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Te final means of protection 1+ withdrawal. ‘The motto: 

if I withdraw, nothing can hurt mee 

Trese attempts, it should be noted, are prompted not by 

@ wish to satisfy a desire for pleasure or happiness, but: by 

a& need for reassurance. 

fay one of there devices can be effective. But the ine 

tense pursuit of one goal involves conflict with the environ= 

mente More frequently the individual employs several of 

these techniques, and then their intrinsically incompatible 

navure sets up conflicts whie> become the dynamic center of 

neurosese ‘The two attempts which mos’ frequently clash are 

te striving for affection and the striving for power. A 

neuvosis 1 brought about only if this conflict generates 

anxiety and if the attempt: to allay anxiety lead in turn 

to d°fensive tendencies which, although equally imperative, 

are nevertheless incompatible with one another 26 

The neurotic need for affection is siriking in it: 

compulsivenes’. The ignificance of being liked is grossly 

over-ervaluatede Neurotic persons frol and behave as if their 

existence, happiness and securl'y depended upon being jike 27 

But a vieious circie is established, beginning with the 

basic amrie’y. There follow: an excessive necd for affec= 

tion, a sense of rebuff if the demands are not velt to be 
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satisfied, reaction to the rebuff with intense hostility, 

Oo Yepress the hostility because of fear of losing 

sifection, the tension of a diffuse rage, increased anxiety, 

re increased nerd for reassurance, and so one 2© 

The aim and function of the sirivings for powcr, 

prestige, and possession provide a usecul illustra’ion of 

what Torney is irying to describe. The clriving for powcr 

is an attempt to gain reassurance against a sense of help= 

lercnes', and it gen rate: hostility in the ‘orm of a ten= 

d-ney to domineer. ‘he s’riving for prestige is a re- 

assurance against humiliation, inciting a tendency to 

humiiiate others. The striving for nos-e:sion tries to 

reassure again:t de ee and resuit: in the tend ney 

to domrvive others. But note that all three are incompatible 

<2 de% 2 
WL Git 12 neurotic's Cundamental need: to gain atfection. 

thus from the basic anxicty flow striving: which, white 

prying to check amrlety, only succeed in heightcning it by 

compeliing the individual toward tendencies incommatibic 

with his fundamenta 1 goale?? 

It now becomes epperent why i orney is so charp ly. 

cei -ienl. of Freud's “instinetivictic and genetic vsycho= 

Logye" ‘hen the instinetivi-tic oricontation is Gropped, 

character trends are no longer explained as ultimate cute 

comes of inctinciual drives, but the emphasis begins to 
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fall on Life conditions molding the character. Ton 

disturbances in human relationships become the erucial 

factor in the genesis of neurove>. A prevailingly sociloj= 

Logical orientation then takes the place of a prevaillingly 

anatomical-phy*LoLogieal. one 220 

fi discus ion of what Freud called "narcissism" may 

serve to clarify and illustrate several points at issue, 

and indicate the goal toward which Morney is moving. 

Por Freud, narciscistic trends are derivatives of 

instinct. He furthermore lookrd upon norcissism a3 a ree 

servoir which is depleted to the cxtent that the individual 

loves (that is, gives libido to) objects. ence what we 

would call egocentzricity is nothing more than the inéivie 

dual's attempt to conserve his store of love for himself. 

Horney argues, in iine wlth her general anaiysis, that 

nareicrietie ‘rend: arc not inetinetive, bu’ rath r repre- 

sont a neurotic attempt to cone wlth the self and others 

by way of -clf-inflatione A pervon with noreiesistic trends 

im aldenated from himself.as well. ar other, and is inecapabic 

O° loving himccelf or anyone else. elf=-esteen and seit 

inflation are not identical. hey are, in fact, mutually 

exelu ivi. <A person elings to illvcions about himself 

because he has lost hin eif.3t 
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Nareis istic trends or sclf-inflation is again «imply 

one way of coping with Life under difficult circumstance: 

an attempt to alleviate the basic anx cLety.o* Under favor= 

able cizecumstances these trends can be overcome. But they 

may also be augmented by increasing unoreductivity, develop=- 

ment of excessive expectations of what the world owe> one, 

and an inerrasing impairment of human relation-hips.33 It 

can readily be seen that the three are intrracting. ‘he 

unproduectice per-on i: compelied to ignore his real «clit 

and concentrate on an idealiged version of himself. In the 

ight of this idealization, he conceives exaggerated notions 

of his worth and due. Failure of others *o live up to his 

expectation: provokes hostility, danger signals, anxiety. 

- 
he anxiety results in further increased unproductivity. 

inother of the vicious circles has set. in. 

Feeud had implied, on the ba is of his postulated 

death instinet, that the task of nsychoanalytical therapy 

wat to set the patient free to express ho-tiltity. <A person 

doe uot feel at rase until hic death instinct has been 

satirfied. Horney conetade on the basin of her analysis 

that therapy's task is not to free these impulses ‘tor ex= 

pression, but to understand their reasons and by removing 

underlying anxiety remove the necessity of having “hem. Jt 
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This is o sonelusion to which Freud could never have come, 

beeause of his non<-evaluative appronch. Horney and the Meo- 

Freudions come to different conelusions because they are 

concerned for the moral problem, man's moral dilerna. 

Wot only does Horney take account of eulture's erucial 

role in the formation of neuroses, she alse criticizes the 

culture within which she writes because of the prevalence 

within 1% of factors enseniering anxiety. Chief amons these 

is the fact that wostern civilization is built on individuel 

ecamnetitiveness. This causes social and economic insecurity. 

[t nrovides a seed-bhed for fears: fear of envy 1f you succeed, 

fear of contemmt if you fa11, fear of beings abused, fear of 

wanting to nush others aside. 

It makes also for emotional isoletion of the individual 

25 2 result of disturbances in interpersonal relatlonshins 

anl the accompanying lack of soliderity. The individual is 

thrust on his own andi no Longer feels protected. Tradition 

nd relision have lost the strength which formerly enabled 

them to fill the gap. Furthermore, the competitive ideology 

saysi Success is derenient upon personel efficiency. so if 

you fail to sueceed, you are = nersonsl failure. Finally, 

there is within western culture a conflict between the 

factually existing hostile tensions caused by the competitive 

ideolocy ani the sosnel of brotherly love which is iInculeated 

from the very bosinning of the individuel's lifes” 
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The Amerlean culture displays other contradt etory ten- 

deneics whieh unierly typicel nevrotic conflicts (ani exnlain 

the title of The Nevrotie Porsonality of Our Tine). Our needs 

are stinulated by militant advertising, ont except for the 

very Tew these aroused necds sre then frustrated by economic 

limitetiona. Still another conflict exists in our society's 

insistence that all men are free ani the factucl restrictions 

noon our freedom which elroumateances impose. 55 

[4 is necessary to review briefly. What has been es-= 

tablishes so far? «A combination of adverse environtental 

factorna--vhich an existins culture misht unwittircly promete=-—- 

protneces disturbsneces 4n the child's relntion to himself and 

others. The effect is baste anxiety, a fecling of helplesa= 

ness before a notentially hostile ani danzerous worl@. Basic 

anxiety makes 4% necessary to search for ways to cope with 

life safely. The ways chosen are those accessible under siven 

comlitions. These are neurotie trends ana quickly acauire a 

compulsive character. Their hold is strengthened because 

they seem to be the only method of achieving satisfaction and 

satety. 

Sut this sefoty is oreearious. Anxiety ensues if the 

trermis don't operate properly. They also make the individual 

ricia and necessitate further protective means for the allay= 

"ent of new anxieties. Contradictory atrivings enter upon 5 
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the scene, one jeopardising the other, The iniiviaual be- 

comes alienated from himself according to the process 

deseribei. Productivity and human relationshirs are in- 

naire’. The resultins cheracter structure is the kernel of 

neureses. It always contains these general enaracteristics: 

comnulsory strivings, conflicting trends, a propensity to 

develon manifest anxicty, imnairment in the relation to self 

and others, diserenaney between notentialities ani actual 

ch Horney sets before psychoznelysis flows 

from this analysis. It must help the patient to "regain his 

sportaneity, te find his measurements of value in himself, 

in short, to sive him the eourace te be himselr,"53 

implicit in all of this 1s an understaniing of human 

neture and destiny. It becomes exnlicit in Horney's last 

book before her death, Neurosis and Huran Growth, 

Phere are three major concepts of morality, che believes, 

restins upon three different interpretations of essential 

human neaturee 

The first ia that man is by nature sinful or ridden hy 

primitive inatinets. Sunerimnosed checks and controls cannot 

be relinquished. The goal of morality must, be the taming of 
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the statue naturae, not ite development. This is Fremwi's 

position. 

The second view holds thet there is sonething cood as 

well as somethine bai inherent in human nature. The moral 

task centern upon achieving victory of the cond, as refined, 

irected, or reinforced by such elements eas faith, reason, 

will, or srace, The emphasis is not exclusively upon 

suppressing evil, There is a vositive program. Yet the 

positive program susgcsests the use of prohibitive ana checking 

The thirt view 1s the one which Horney herself accepts.e 

Inherent in man are evolutionary constructive forces which 

urse him to reslize his siven potentialities. We cannot say 

thot san is basically mood, because such a statement implies 

an absolute knowledge of good and evil. ie do know that man 

by his very neture and of his own accor’ strives toward self 

renliscation. His set of values evolves from such striving. 

Apparently he cannot develop his full potentialities unless 

he is truthful to himself, active ani productive, ani related 

to others in a spirit of mutuality. He can grow, in th 

true sense, only if he assumes resronsibility for himself. 

Thus Horney arrives at s morality of evolution, in which 

the erlteria for what we cultivate or reject lie in th 

questions Is a narticular attitude or drive conducive or 

obstructive to hunen growth? 

Psychoanalysis is ceneernea for the individual's know= 

ledee of his true self. As previously mentioned, it wants
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to help him find his measurements of value in himse? 7. 

This 1s 1. lesitimate task, becouse self-inowledse is the 

means of liberating the forees of snontareous crowth.?? 

fhe neurotic process mresented in her lest book ia, as 

Horney jJeseri 
*., 
hes it, 

a vureblem of the self. It is a process of ebandon- 
ing the reel self for an idealized ones of trying to 
actuslize this nsevutoself instead of ow civen human 
potentials; of a destructive warfare between the two 
selves; of allaying this warfare the best, or at eny 
rate the only, way we cans and finally, throush 
having our constructive forces mobi lize} by life or 
by therapy, of “inding our real selves.“ 

Freud was possimistice On the frounds of his premises, 

ic wos hound to have a pessimistic outlook 6n human nature. 

He J14 not have any clear vision ef constructive forces in 

wan, Where they existed, he denied their authentic character. 

Grentivity and Love, for example, were sublimeted forms of 

Llibidinel drives. What Horney regards as a healthy striving 

toward solfe-realilzation was for Freud only an expression of : 

narcissistic Libido.” 2. 

Sho writes in conclusion, in @ nessase already cited: 

Albert Sehweltzer uses tre terma “optimistic” and 
"“sessimistic™ in the sense of "world and life offirna- 
t4on" and “world and life negation.” Freud's philosophy, 
in this deen sense, is 2 nessimistic onc. Ours, with 
all its comnizance gt the tracie olemert in neurosis, is 
an ontimistic one, 2 
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CHAPTER IV 

ERICH FROMM 

Erich Fromm 41d not publish any major psycho- 

soclLolocical stuiy Jn English untll 1941. He had develone? 

many oF his ideas already when Horney was writing The 

Neurotic Porsonalilty of Our Time. She employs his casay 

included in Studien Ueber Autoritset und Familie, printed in 
  

1956, in elaborating her own ideas.l In Now Ways in Psycho= 

analysis she refers to his lectwes and an as yet unpudlished 

manuscript by Fromme® It 4s therefore not strletly correct 

to say that Fromm elaborates and carries further the con= 

cents enunciated by Horney. The task is more acumately 

feseribed an a joint one. Fut because Fromm does employ many 

of the scperating anssumotions which we have seen used by Horney, - 

and heeause he does carry his research an! conclusions farther 

than Horney does in har last published work, we ore justificd 

in treating Fromn's investigations as a continuation of those 

diseussed in the preeeding section, There will be some rene= 

tition in this section, unavoliable 1f we are to appreciate 

Fromn's methodolocy, but the prineinal task here is te sketch 

the further devolonment of npsycho-socioclosy ond its view of 

huren nature and destiny. 
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Fromm be¢cins his analysis with an attempt to find an 

answer to the basic question: What is man? Frei, as ve 

lav seen, considered nan 2 highly developed animal, The 

aLffercnees between men and the Lower animals were, for 

Frenl, quartLltative and not qualitative. We have already 

note? hin objection on 2 priori srounds to any effort to 

find sone meaning or nurpose in the human adventure beyond 

the meaning and nurnose imnlicit in the fact that men in a 

pleasure-maxinizins organisme Fromm aiffers sharnly with 

Frewl at this initial nointe 

It is first of-211 true that man, in reenect to his boly 

ant his physiological functions, belongs to the animal kins-= 

iome Ard the functioning ef an animal is controlled by in= 

stincts, by snecific action patterns which are in turn 

determined by inheritel neurolomical structures. The animal 

"45 lived" throuch biological laws of rietures 1t is part of 

nature and never transcenis it. It has no censcierce of a 

= 
moral nature, no awareness of itself ani of its existence, 

andi no renagon. Animels may have intelligence, which is the 

abllity to manipulate data for practical results; but reason, 

the ability to nenetrate the surface grasped by the senses 

anil te unterstend the essence behind thet surface, the 

animal does not OBAeES es” 

At a certain neint of animal evolution, a unique break 

occurred. It happened when, in the evolutionsry process, 

  

3Erich Fromm, The Sene Society (New York: Rinchart & 

Coe, 1955)5 De 20, “For tho listinetior botween “intelligences” 
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ection ceased to be determined prinarily by instinct. when 

the animal besan to transcend the purely passive role of the 

creature, man was born. A now mneceies arose, transcending 

nature, and Life beeame aware of itselr.* 

Mon is an anomaly, a freak of the universe. He is part 

of nature, subject to her physical laws ani unable to change 

them, yot he transcends the rest of nature. Man is a 

eresture--throwm into this world without his consent, subiect 

man is also 3 to removal from it also without his consent. But 

®% erentor,. He ean create life, a miraculous quality which he 

inieed shares with 211 other livilns beinss, bout with the 

difference thet he clone is aware of being oreated and of 

seine a erceator. Man can create not only in the act of pro- 

erenation, but also by planting seeds, by producing material 

oblecth, by coreating ort, by ercating ideas, by loving other 

rene In the act of creation man raises himself beyond the 

ynassivity and accidentalness of his existence into the renin 

of purposefulness ani frestome” 

What is the nature of this man, qualitatively distin=- 

cuished from the mere animal? Fromm writes: 
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The subject of the selence of san is human naturo. Fut 
this science doos not start out with a full an’ adeauste 
pleture of what human nature is; a antisfactory defini- 
tion of its subject matter is its aim, not its premise. 
its mothod is to observe the reactions of men to various 
imiividual and secinl conditions and from observations 
of these reactions to make inferences about man's nobure. 
Euman nature can never be observed as such, but only in 
its sneecifle  enifestations in snecifie situntions, I% 
is a theoretical construction which ean ube inferred from 
empirical study of the behavior of mane ® 

Fromobjects to the notion that there is any such thing 

  

as a fixed and unelterable human nature. There are certsin 

But human nature is more then the sum totel of biclosically 

determined drives. It is also the product of human evolu= 

tion e f 

Men is an entity charged with enerry and structured in 
specific ways, which, while adapting itself, reacts in 
certain snpenific and ascertainable ways to external 
coniitionS.s « e e Hunan evolution is rooted in man's 
eSaptabdility ani in certain indestructible qualities 
of his nature which compel him never to cease hia 
search,for conditions better adjusted to his intrinsic 
needs.” 

m other words, the quention "Wheat is human nature?" a 

eannot be answered without a prior knowledge of the environs   mental eclreumsteances which shaned the evolution of man. And oa 

these circumstances may vary from one man to another. Eut 

at the save time, mon is not infinitely malleable. He is 

"structured" in such a fashion that he reacts in a pre= 

dietable manner to certain situations, anil seeks conditions 
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"“netter adjusted to his intrinsie necas." 

Henee From: objects to ethicol relativism, which empha= 

Sizes oljustment rather than 2 better or a worse. Recause 

man is not perfectly plinble, but does have certain drives 

and necisa whose satisfaction 1s casential for his welfarc, 

value Judsments can anil must be made concernins human bee 

havior, both individual and collective. Han must in fact 

3; he must learn to serve his necdse? 

3 3 j 
= a a cP
 have ideals; they carnot be sefely dismissed as 

mere rationalization of unconseious impulses. Hit not just 

any ifeals. His ideals are to be judsed with respect to 

thoir truth, to the extent to which they are coniuecive to 

the unfolding of man's powers and to the desree to which 

real answer to man’s need for equilibrium ard - 

3
 

oO
 4 v 0 2 a 

harmony in his worlae!9 This erlterion for the juisnent of 

human ideals is the essentinl criterion of humanistic ethics. 

Moan, his funetion, ani his alm can be nothing else than that 

of any other being; to preservo himself and to persevere in 

his existence. And “preserving one's being" mears to become 

that which one potentially ise + The title which Fromm has 

siven to his “Aanguiry into the psycholosy of ethics" best 

summarizes man's proper aim: Han for Himself. 

In our attempt to make clear Trown's approach to the 

prebiem of human nature we have moved somewhot shoal of 
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our logical course of developments Let us now retrace our 

steps to examine "the humen situation." We may take our 

ene from the pnrecedins paracranh. 

In all the world of nature, only man 4s capable of 

Not hecomine what he potentially is, This fact imiicates 

$ tha at man's ememzence from animal to paticnal being was not ce
 

an unmixed blessing. Self-awarenesa, reason and imacination 

disrupt the harnony which characterizes animal existence. 

Nam in, ss has been previously stated, an anomely and a   freak of the universe. We is forced to cone with the task 

of solving an inséinible Gichotomy, the dichotomy implicit 

in being bath of nature and above nature. Human existence 

is consequently in a state of constant and unavoidable dis= 

equilipriums Man's life cannot be lived by reneating the 

pattern of his snecies; ke must live. Man is the only 

animal that ean be bored, that can feel evicted from paradise. 

Man is the only animal who finds his own existence a preblem 

which he has to solve ani from which he cannot eseanpe. He   
cannot ro back te the prehuman state of harmony with natures 

he must proceed to develon his reason until he hecomes the 

master of nature, and of himself .t* 

enxiety of Karen Horney. Thrown out, of nature ani yet a 

part of it, man becomes aware of himself, of his helplessness, 
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anil of his separateness. Tach new step into his new humen 

oxistence in Trichtening, for 1+ seans to clive up a secure 

state for one which is new, one not yet mastered. Henee man 

is always subject to two conflicting neniencies: ere to 

emerge from the womb, from the animal form of existence 

. 
into a more human existence, from bondage to freedoms another, 

to return to the womb, to nature, to certainty ani seaurity.15 

The parallel petween the "birth of husanity" ona the 

birth of each individual man ie an obvious one. Fromm, in wo 

fact, draws many of his conclusions from a stuiy of normal 

human develonnent,. 

Refore the chila 4s born it 1s biolosically one wit 

the mother. Even after birth, the child remains functionally 

one with its mother for a considerable period, To the extent 

to which the individual has not yet completely severed the 

umbilical cord, sycaking figuratively, he lacks freedom.’ 

But. the unsevered ties cive him a feelings of belonging, of 

beins rooted somewhere, a sense of security. Fromm calls 

these “orimery ties."14 

As the chil4 grows stronzer physically, emotionally, 

and rentelly, an orgenized and intersrated structure develops, 

euliaed by the individual's reason and will. The ehild 

eroiually becomes a separate nersonclity, a ‘selfs 
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But along with this growine strength, self-nyareness , 

and frecdem there develons a srowint alonenesn. The 

primery ties which offered security ani basic unity with 

the worl’ onee broken, the chili becomes aware of being an 

entity scnarate from all cthers,. This separation from a 

world which, in comparison with one's own individual ox= 

istenes, is overwhelmingly stronc and nowerful, and often 

threntening ani dangerous, creates a fesline of powerless= 

neas onl anxiety. 

Impulsca arise to sive up one's iniividauality, to over= 

came the feeline of aloneness and nowerlesaness by completely 

sumoercine onenelf in the world outside, Sut these impulses 

anil the ties arising from them are not ifertical with the 

orimary ties which have been cut in the process of growths 

For just as the chila can never return physically to th 

mother's womb, ao the individual carnot reverse the process 

of intivlduetions. As 2 result of the attempts to reverse 

the process, the individual unconsciously realizes that the 

vrice 1t nays Ls siving up strongth and the interrity ef the 

solf,. Thus the result of resubmission is the very opposite 

of what 1t was supposed to bes sutmission inereases in= 

seourlty, ond at the sane time ercates hostility and 

rebelliousness, which is the more frightening beesuse it is 

a drectea acainst the very persons on whom the individual hes 

. 5B 
naie himaelf lcpentent.t> 
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Of these two conflicting termiencies, to enerse from 

ce
 

nat seenurity.vhich is boniace and to restore the primary 

ties, the nrocressive tenieney has proved itself the st transex 

=
 ln the history of the individual and of the human race. Yet 

the phenomena of mental iliness and the resression of the 

human race to positions apvarertly relinauished generations 

aco show the intense strucsle which eaeccomnanies each new 

act of birth. 16 

Man's Life, Fromm further arcucs, 15 determine’ by the 

imenecansble: alternative between Pescreasion ant vrosression, 

hetweon return to animal exintence an? arrival at human 

existonce, Any attempt to return is painful ani isads to 

denth, either physlolorically or mentally (ineanity). Every 

erverd ins frichtenine, toog but has this consoletion. 

A noint may eventually ba reached where fear ani Bombe have 

only minor provortions. 

Fromm coes so'far as to conclude thet aside from tho 

Dhysiolocics1lLy nourished eravings GS, all essential ‘human 

eravines arc deterrined by this polarity. Man has to solve 

a problem, anil even the most complete satisfaction of his 

instinotive needs Goes not solve his human problem: his 

most intense passions are rooted, not in his body, but in 

the very neculiority of his oxistencae! 
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esrllest work, Eseane from Frecton, Fromm has ci
 

e
 

be
 nih 

  
  

set up what he called "spontaneity" and "a protuative re=- 

Lletlonshin" ag the alternative to submission as a wey of 

avoldinge the alonencses ani anxicty which severance of the 

primary ties ocensions. 4 srentancous or productive rela 

tlonshin of man to nature connects the individual with the 

world without elininatins his Anfliviauelity et? 7 

He further develons this notion in Man for Himself. 
  

One can be productively related to the world by acting and 

by comprehending. 
=" 
on profluces things, and in the process 

sins mastery over nature. Man comprehends the world, 

throuch love ani throuch reason, his power of reason enabling 

him to a   iscover essences, his navwer of Love cneblinz him to 

break harriers which separate neorle and to comprehend theme 

Nelther reason or love is possible without the other. Fut 

ther are exoressiona of different powers, the ene of emotion, 

the other of thinking.19 

Genuine love, prrolucetive love, is not dependent, 

nossessive, or commulsive. But it 1s always choracterized br 

care, responsibility, resnect, andi Knowledge. It is an 

activity, mot a passion by which one is overcome, nor an 

affect whieh one is “affected by,"20 

  

=. 
L8rrorm, Escane from Freedom, De 50 

  

L9rrerm, Man for Himself, me -97e: 

20Tpides DOs 97-8.    
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In the process of productive thinking the thinker is 

motivated by his interest for the object; he is affected by 

it and reacts ta it; he eares ani responds, But productive 

thinking, is also characterized by objectivity, by the respect 

the thinker has for his object, by his ability to see the ob- 

t is and not as. he wishes it to be,et n e
e
 jeet *]
 

In his most recent book, The Sane Society, Fromm pre= 

sents his theory in more detail and within a more systematized 

framcwork. te examines the necds and passions stetming from 

the existential situation of mane 

Man is tom away from the primary union with nature. He 

must, in sone fashion, reestablish ties if he is to overcome 

the aloneness and anxiety which individuation brings. This 

may be accomplished by submission to a person, 2 group, 2n 

inatitution, or even to God. Another possibility lies in 

the opposite direction: he may try to gain power over the 

world, to transcend his individuel existence by domination. 

The Tirst is masochism, the second sadism. Sut there is one 

passion which satisfies man's need to unite himself with the. 

world, and to accuire 2t the sare time a sense of intercrity 

and indiriduslity, end this is lovee Love is defined as 
  

union with somebody or something outside oneseif under con= 

dition of reteining the senarateness and intecrity of one's 
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mm self.2? Poilure to develop the capacity for love, or 

loss of this enpacity once gained, resvulte in nercissisome - 

And nerelssism is the essence ef all severe psychic path= 

olosye For the norcissistically inclined nerson there is 

only one reality, that of his own thought processes, 

feelings, an? needs. It is the opposite pole to objectivity, 

reason, and lovee”? 

Another aspect of the human situation is man's : 

erenturely condition, and his med to transcend this very 

state of the passive creatures Being endowed with reason 

ani imoasination, he eannot be content with a purely 

passive role. ‘en must create. (Illustrations have been 

eited above.) But if he is not capable of creating, ‘man 

may sttempt to transcend himself by destroying. Also in 
eat 

the act of destruction, man.sets himself above life; he 

Langer meeadtc haemn - es sa aA wranscends himself as a ercaturee 

Still another implication of the human situstion is 

that man must find human roots to replace the natural roots 

from which he was severed in his emergence as mane He may wiae 

Ne 2 incest," refussl to satisfy this needa by wheat Fromm calls 

leave the all-enveloping orbit of the mother. He may beconre 

fixated to the mother, or to a mother substitute: the 

family, the clen, the state, nation or church. The indivie 

aye leans on them, feels roztel in Shem, hes his sense of 

  

22rromm, The Sane Society, mp. 30-1. 
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identity as 2 nert of then, arel.camnot live as en iniivi- 

fuel anart from thom. The alternstive to this is “srother= 

lincss." Only wien men ean feel ronted in the experience of 

universel brotherliness will he have found 2 new, hutan form 

of rootedness, will he have transformed his world into a 

truly human hone." 9 

Man necds also to form a concent of himself, to be able 

to snyz and to feel: "I am I." Because he is not lived but 

Lives, he must be able to sense himself as the subject of 

his sections. Ne may substitute for a truly individual senee 

of Identity various formulae: "I am an American," "I am 2 

Protestant," "I am a businessman." He may believe that inas=- 

much as he is not different, tut is like the others, 2 

"yerular fellow," he can sense himself as I. He becomes, in 

the memorable title from Pirandello, “as you desire me." He 

develons a herd identity. All these are alternatives to the 

formetion of » genuine sense of ind Vividunlity 6 

Finally, the fact thet man has reason and imercination 

leade to the necessity for orienting himself in the world 

intellectually. This needa may be satisfied by means of an 

illusory oriertetion, one which man sibscquently rationalises, 

or by means of an orientation rationeliy jeterminei. Th 

s ° 
alternatives here are rationslity versus irrationality .@? 

  

25tbides DD» BU-41, 60. 
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Fromm: is not exessively optimistic. The Sane Society 

opens with a sweepine indietrent of Western culture, which 

hes erented 2 civilization of sbuniarce, but has failed to 

ly men Tind himselr 2° Escape from Freedom is fundamentally 

an analysis of the totalitarlaniams which have arisen in the 

twentieth century to solve the problems cf man by eneouragins 

him, with frichtening success, to lose himeclf, rather then 

find himeelf.*? wan for Himself concludes with the succes- 
  

o
a
 

tion that our period “is an ena end a becirming, freucht 

—"
 

with possibilities." We do have renson to he proud anid to 

be hopeful, but the outcome is not automatic or preordaincd. 

The decidion rests with man, with his courace to be himself 

and to be for hanneift.2° All three of these hooks leave 

the imression that man may well fail. 

Where 1s there hope of redemption? For Fromm, of   ecurse, salvation lies in man's abllity to be "for himself," 

to be productively orlented, to love ang live spontancously. 

“The decision rests with men." But is there any help cute 

a 
side of   man? Is there sunermatural crace which can rescue 

man from his plight and enable him to be truly human? The 

question leads us into ea discussion of religion and its role 

in the vhilosonhy of Fromre 

For Fromm, religion 1s 2 huren projuct ana not the result 

of divine vrevelstion. Relicion offers no aid to man except 

  

28rbIide, Pp. F216 

29rrorm, Man for Himself, pre 207-396 

S0pro~m, The Sane Society, De 250. : 
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thet which man has been able himself to inject into re= 

Ligion. The problem ef relinion is not the problem of Gad 

but the problem of man, Theolory is anthropolory. fe-= 

ligious formulations ani relisious symbols are attempts to 

Give eopreasion to certain kinds of human experience. These 

experiences, not divine Intervention, are what nattere2 

There ils only one form of idolatry: the deification 

ef things, of partinl aspects of the world and man's sub- 

mission to such thinss.e Trve worship of God is en sttituie 

in which man's life is devoted to the realization of the 

hirhest principles of life, those of love and reason, to 

“ne aim of becoming what he petentially is, a being mate in 

9 likeness of Gohe Even God can and has become en idol 

for mane 

The solution to the Gilemma of man? Fromm writes: 

There is only one possible, proluctive solution for 
the pelotionshin of individuslized man with the worlds 
his active soliiarity with ell men and his snontancous 
activity, love and work, which unite him again with 
the world, not by primary ties but es a free and in- 
denondent individual.?? ; 

   

Relicion is only useful as a system of orientation and 

£5 2 teacher of true ideale, ideals consistent with man's 

welfarc, But if it is not hivmsnistic religion, proceeding 

from an understandings of the ~umean situation, it is false re= 

ligion and dareerous.- 

  

Slrromm, Psychonuslysis ani Relicion, ne 115-6 

S2tpid., vp. 118-9. 
33Fromm. “seane from Freedom, pe. 36. 

BS4rromm, Man for Himself, np,» 47-50.    
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The guestion is not policion or not tt which kind of 
polision, whether 1t 4s one furthering man's develop- 
ment, the unfolains of hie snecifically human powers, 
or ono paralyzing them.2 

Not divine revelation or supernatural grace will redeen 

man, but only rational effort to understand his slt suntion 

pn to devise a culture and institutions compatible with 

his necds. Throush heishtened rationality alone cen he 

erow into the full measure of mane 

  

B5r'porn, Paychoannlysis and Relizion, Dp. 26. 

   



    

  

CHAPTER V¥ 

DAVID RIESMAN 

David Rlesman differs from the three writers vre= 

viously iiscussed in that he is not, in the first instance, 

& osychiatrint. Riesaman sraduated from the Harvarl Law 

School, tausht Law at the University of Buffalo after 

service as Lar clerk to Juatice Rranideis com deputy assist- 

ant district attorner of New York County, oni finslby care to 

the University of Chiearo eas a professor of social science. 

While he weites that much of what he has learned in the 

socinl selenees derives from his calleacues at the University 

of Chicaro, he also emphasizes the importance of his training 

in paychoanalysis. fie studied to ln minor extent under nace 

Stack Sullivan, the so-called foun daer or interencrsonal osr- 

chiatry, ond Ernest Schachtels his study of psychoanalysis 

wos prinerily under Erich Fromm. “Much of my werk," he exe 

plains in the introduction to his hook of caseays, Individualism 

  

Reconsidered, “ic in the 'neo-Freudian' traidition of these 

enalysts." It has 

involved the effort to relate social structure to 
eharacter structure R ana to bring such poychoanaly= 
4t1e methods as the "depth interview" and interpreta= 
tions of dreams ami folk tales out of the consulting : 
rooms and into the study of lLarre=seale social systems. 
Awl, needless to say, this effort is part of 2 vast 
movenent under wey for several deeades in, social anthro- 
polosy, social - -paycholocy, and sociclocye 

  

Ipavied Rlesman, Individualism Reconsidered (Glencoe, 
Tllinois: The Free Press, 1954), po. 11-2. 
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If we wore to establish a contimmm of psycho-soclolosy 

stretehine from psycholosy informed by soclolosy to soclolony 

informed by nsycholozy, Horney micht be roughly placed at one 

end of the continuum, Riesman at the other, and fromm in the 

approximate middle. With Riesnan, then, we move further into 

the sociclosicsal aspects and implicetions of payeho-sociclocy. 

It is alffleult to define with any precision, es- 

pecially within « few introductory sentences, the Alreetion 

of Ries-an's thought. One reason for this is his abhorrence 

of dogmatism and bis readiness, even eagerness, to suspend 

final jwicment pending reexamination of his om subtle 

bDiasses. Ho assumes that he has them.@ He avoids, almost 

on principle, the dedicated position, fearing lest he become 

"a fanatic emisoting acainst fanaticism." He writes: 

Thus, there are issues on which I am ea relativist 
and issues on which I am an ebsolutist and those in 
which I am in doubt as to what I am, or should be. 
Such moral exnerimentalism, while it has the nerils 
I have alreaiy mentioned and others I imow not of, 
is csasentiol if we are to mect 11fe flexibly, 
Listening to the ancestor within ond the friend 
without, but not bound to obey ei ther.- 

Perhans an orientation to Riesmen's thoucht will be 

provided by an examination of his remarka on Coniorcet's 

Sietch of an Historical View of the Proxress of the Human 
  

Soirit, which Riesman calls 

@ great monument to faith in human power to shape human 
destinye Gondorecot refused to be dinmayel either by 

  

2see, for examplo, "Values in Context,", Abide, np. 17-25. 
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his own experience of human meanness and savagery 
or by his wide historionsl readins in the annals of 
crucity and error. For he rested his hones, not 
only on “observation of what man has heretofore 
been, and what he is at present," but also on his 
understanding of the potentialities of hwran nature & 

It hes proved more difficult than Condorcet foresaw to 

levelop these potentialities. The raw material of human 

2re is shaped by culture into the organized foree of a 

particular character structure, which in tum creates 2 

social structure. Since the social structure and th 

character structure tend to pernetuate each other, they aro 

both relatively intractable to change. Though in America 

we nro near Conjorcet's dream of the conquest of poverty, 

his dream of the conquest of happiness seams ever more re= 

mote. “et we ourcht not to sneer at him and other phlloso-=- 

nhers of tee Enlightenment for lacking a sense of the human 

limitations on improvenent. The sneer is unimazinative.e 

Sonctoreet's seientific, empirical method urses us 
to see precisely how recent changes in character 
structure, as woll as in the conditions that gave 
rise to them, have helned to deny utopie. His 
philosophy then invites us to apply huwren resson 
and effort to the ipprovenent of the human condition 
as thus understoote- 

This explains The Lonely Growd's subtitles: A Study of 

the Ghansins Americon Character. 

Sheraeter Ricsmen defines as: 
  

the more or less nermenent socially end historically 

conditioned orgenization of an individuol's drives 
awl satisfactions -- the tind of "set" with which he 
approaches the world and people. 

4ATpid.s, De IG 
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Sociel character" 4s thet part of “character" wich e + Shared anong significant socinl crowns oni which, Rane 
& 

5.8 moot contemnorary socinl selentists define hes is 
wll 

. 

Riesman quotes Frich Fromm in this context: 

in orier that ony society may function well, its men= 
pera muet acculre the kind of character which makes 
them want to act in the way they have to act as 
members of the society or of a special class within 
ite They have to desire what objectively is 
necessary for them to do. Outer force is replaced 
by inner commulsion, ana by the narticular kind of 
mmnn eyerzy which is channeled into character 
daar 4 de 
UPRLGG»! 

  

Such 2 mode of ensuring, conformity 1s built into the 

ehild, and then elther encouraged or frustrated in later 

aault experiones. While no society is quite preacient 

enouch to ensure that the node of conformity it has incul- 

cated will anatisfy those subject to it in every stare of 

Lite, yot it is unlikely that societies and individuals ean 

live without sone “mode of conformity."6 

= 
The Lonely Crowl is Largely 2 description and histori- 

  

eal study of three modes of conformity or social characters. 

Riesran calls them tredition=direction, Innor=lirection,am 
  

other—4rection. The characterdlosical develonments which 

he 4iseusses are furthermore Linked to certain population 

shifts in Western society since the Middle Ases. An adequate 

  

Spavia Riesnan, Nathan Glaser, ani Reuel Denney, The 
Lonely Crowl, abridged by the authors (New York: Doubleday 
*% Gow , LbounLlodey Anchor BookJ, c. 19535), ne 15. 

TIbid.e, poe 19-20. 
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Giseussion of this link would carry us too far afieli. It 

should be enouch to state thet Riesman finds three phases 

on any socicty's nonulation curves a neriod of high growth 

potentiel is followed by an era of transitional nonuletion 

erowth which 4s in turn succeeded by a perios of Ancinient 

pomilation deeline.? 
an, 
the soclety of hish srowth potential develeps in its 

tynleal members a soclel character whose conformity is 4n- 

sured by their tendency to follow tradition; it is-a 

society derendent on tradition-direction. ‘the society of 

translticnal nopulation growth develons in its typical mem=— 

bers a social character whose conformity is insured by 

their tendency to acaulre carly in Life an internalized set 

of socls: this society is dependent on inner-=directions 

Finally, the society of incipient population decline 

Gevelons in its typical members a socicl character whose   conforsity Ls insured by their tendency to be sensitized 

to the oxpectations and preferences of others: this society 

is denendent on other=24irection,1° 

In a soclety characterized by tradition<-direction the 

conformity of the individunl is lergely dictated by nower 

relations thet have existed for centuries with but little 

so1ifieastion. The culture controis behavior ninutely, and 

provides ritual, routines ond religion to ceeupy and to 

  

SLbides DMs 2la4e 
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orient everyone, Little enercy is exnendea ine search 

for new solutions of old problems. 

this does not necessarily mean that the peenle are 

happy, for the society to whone traditions they ere adjusted 

may be a miserable one, ridden with anxiety, sadiem end dis=— 

ease. - The point is rather that change is slowed down, em 

t% ever foes to the social character comes as close as 

Lookin Like the matrix of the soeinl forns themselves.+l 

As a soaiety moves into the period of transitional 

ponulstion growth, pressure on the society's ways ells 

forth o new alate of character structures, The society is 

characterized by inereased personal mobility and an almost 

constant exnansions The greater choices which this soclety 

eives are handled by character types who can manage to live 

socially without strict and self-evident tradition—iirection. 

These are the inner=directed tyness 

Their source of direction is "inner" dn the sense that 

it is implanted early in life by the elders oni directed 

toverd seneralized but nonetheless inescanably destined 

foals. Too ~any choices must be made in such a society to 

mermit a cole which can encompass then in advance. Consc= 

anently t-e problem of personal choice, solved in the carlier 

neriod by chenneling cholee through rigid social organization, 

is solved in the period of transitional growth by channeling 
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cholee throuch a rigid thouch highly indiviauclizea 

cheracter. The inner=directed person is not, striotly 

speaking, free from traditions On the contrary, traai= 

tions limit his emia and inhibit his choice of means. 

4 mew paycholosical mechanism is invented which Riesman 

calls 2 "psycholozical gyroscope." This instrument, once 

set by the narents and other authorities, keens the inner= 

lireetsl versen “on course" even when tradition no longer 

dictates his moves.s +" 

the neriot’ of incipLent ponulation decline, people 

ind themselves with material abuniance and leisure besides. 

They pay for these benefits, however, by Tinding themselves 

in 2 sentralized and bureaueratized society and in 2 world 

shruniten ani acitated by the contact of nations, races, end 

eulturesa,. The hard enduringness and enterprise of the 

imer-<(irected types are somewhat less necessary unier these 

new corlitionse Inercasingly, othar neonle are the problem, 

not the material environmente And as neople mix more 

widely and become more sensitive to each other, the sur= 

viving traditions become still further attenuated. Gyroscopic 

control 1s no lonmer sufficiently flexible, and a new psy- 

eholocieal reechanism is colled Tore 
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What is common to all the other=44rectea people is 

thet thelr contemporaries are the souree of Aireetion for 

the Iniiviluale-olther those known to him or those with 

whom he 1s indirectly acquainted, throush friends ana 

throucth the mass media oF communications. This source is 

internslizea in the sense that denendorce on 1¢ for 

suidance in life is innlented early. Dut the geals toward 

which the other=tireected neraon strives shift with that 

suidence: it is only the process of striving itself and 

the process of naying close attertion to the signals from 

others that remain uneltered throughout life, This mode 

of “ecepinc in touch with others permits a close behavioral; 

onfermity not throuch drill in behavior itsclf but through 

on excentional sensitivity to the actions anil wishes of 

others. 

While all peonle want and need to be Liked by some of 

the neonle some of the tine, the other-directed tyne makes 

this his chief source of direction and chict arca of sensi-= 

tivity 3 

The trefdition-directe2 type is shamed into apnpronriate 

behavior. When the inner-directed person sets off course 

he acquires a feeline of sullt. As against guilt and shame 

  

controls, though of conrse these survive, one prime psycho= 

losical Lever of the other-directed person is o diffuse 
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anxicty. This control enulpment, instead of being lite a 

gyroscone, resembles ratar.l4 

It is important to note thet Riesman finds conternoraryz 

netropalitan Amerles to be the best Lllustration—--perhans 

the only illustration so far--of a society in which other={ 

direction is the dominant moie of ensurinre confcrmity. 

Unless present trends are reversed, he assumes that the 

heremony of other=irection in Ameriea is not far off.t5 

Thus while Siesman has drawn his concept of other=—direction 

larcely from Frich Fromm's disenosion of the marketing 

orientation in Man for Himseir, 2 his cmphasis on anxicty 

ao an imnortant psycholozical lever indicates a lineal con- 

reetion with the theories of Karen Horney 27 

The other=lL4reated nerson seeks adjustment: he secks to 

have the chsracter he ia supnosed to have anid the outer 

apourtances that are suprosed to so with: it. If he fails 

to find si justment, he becomes anomice2® (Anomic is Enslish 

coinace from Emile Durkheim's anomique meaning ruleless, 

uncoverncd.) Morcover, he may achieve utter conformity in 

behavior at 50 hich a price as to lead to a character 

neuresia and anomte.t? aut there is snother possibility, 

létpid., np. 40<-2. 

Lorpia., De 366 

167n43., Ds 38. 

17pavid Riesman, Faces in the Growl (New Haven: Yale 
University Press, 1952), Pe 34B, 360. 

l8picenan, Glazer, ani Denrey, The Lonely Srowl, me 276. 
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in afdition to al justment and anomle; ani that is autonony. 

"At moot," Riesman urites, "the othor-tireeted man oercasion= 

ally secs to be autonomous."29 

While the similarity between “iesmen's aceent uncon anto= 

nomy and Proma's emphasis unen men for himself is an apnperent 

one (Riesman has drawn freely unon Promm's “oroluctive 

orientation” for hig concent of autonom) ,?" the cindilarie 

ties cannot be stressed at the expense of a nroper emphesia 

2 unon the 4ifferences separating the Riesten and Fromn 

The 4ifference is not so much in analysic per sa 

or in the coneent of autonomy aa in the approach toward a 

"nonm writes intensely, persuesively; the titles of 

the *ooks disrussed indicate the hortetory nature of his work. 

o—- Ries:an writes in a detached, resigned fashion, almost like 

& disinterested observes 

When someone fails to become autonomous, we can very 
often sec whet blockeses have stool in his way, mt 
ween someore suceecds In the overt setting in which 
others haye failed, I myself have no ready explanation 

eine 
Or hiLGe <= 

= 
When people ask, as they sometimes do, how they can he= 
cone autonomous, the answer cannot be nut into words. e 

Nevertheless, the other=<iirected person camnot proceed 
toverl autonomy by any other route than thet of self- 
ayereneas, which means in part verbal-metaphoriecal 
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self-<avareness, with all its hezards. « « « 

Conseauent) ‘a the varlous oxhortations that now en11 
AmerLeans back to esrlier heritages of Inner strensth 
are of very an ibiguous value to modem man. Modern 
Man, 212 Ne 8 cons silered, is ety tO think too 

   
211 mself as it is: he needs first of all to : 
realise how difficult 1% 1s to find the right wey, 

   

  

oni how few of his stripe have been there before. The 
annearanece of competence that the neotraditlonalis 3% 
preachers convey is gimply disauletin: to the Hamlets 
of our tin ie Whe are aunre that not only more nroblens 
but with them more feclince erist tran the carlier 
inventor! hes 5 allowed .25 

            

Ries-an conelides The Lonely Crorls 

  

But while I have said many things.1n this book of which 
I am unst oa of one thing I am sure: the enormous BOs 
te nt. .ALities for diversity in nature's bounty snd men's 
c ity to aifferontiate their exnericnee can become 

Ure he individuel himself, so that he will net 
“and coerecd into adjustinent or, failings 

nalsdsek C1 t%, into anomie. The idea thet men are 
created free and equal is both truce and misleading: 
men ara ereated diz Sferent3 they lose their social 
freedom and thelr ee LAWALL autonomy in seciinr to be= i 
come like cach oti 1er.at 

       

  

  
From a series of elsborate conjecturen, Riessan concliies 

that 2 polarization may be going on at the present time in 

socicty. While many people are los inc their social and 

characterolorical defenses against the group, 2 few neople 

are becoming more self-conseLously outernomous than heTfores 

Thouch politically weak, this "saving remnant" is payehi- 

cally oaeceee ond by 4ts very existence it threatens the 

whole shaky mode of adaptation of the majority. 

  

®“3Sraces in the Crowl, po. 736-7- . 
  

Btene Lonely Growl, te D4. 
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Men do have some control over the fate by which their    

  

   

      
   

cherecters are modc.s 

By showlne how life can be lived with vitality end 
happiness even in a tine of troubles,. the autono= 
mous peorle aan become .a social force, indecd a 
"saving remnant." By converting present helplesc= 
ness & conlition of advance, they lay the 

rork Tor a new pociety,, though, like Conmlorcet, 

  
    

srour 
they may not Live to see 1t, 

t
e
 

  

25niosman, Individualism Reconsidered, nn. 119-20. 
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HAPTER ¥I 

SEBASTIAN DE GRAZIA 

Socloensychology, it would scom from the three pre- 

c@jint discussions, leats inevitably toward slorificetion 

~ of Individuality, autonomy, willineness ani ability to 

Stond alone. Gut 14+ is possible to draw another conelusion, 

Deneniinc uwoen one's nartieular bias, 1% could be said 

at 
CLt: ‘er that some psycho-sociolosists have sone one step 

. 
arthor om thet they have feiled ‘to take the finel and 

essentiel stene Riesran's denreeation of the neotraaltion- 

alist prenchors, quoted ahove, is in part a rejection of 

the course whieh has been followed by Sebastian de Gragsia, 

De Grezla, Like Rlesnan, Ls not primarily a payehia= 

cPist. Until recently an assistant orofessor in the social 

’ selencen at the University of Chicaza, he is now professor 

ry 
of political seLence at Georgetown University. But thouch 

ie Grpnsain is in the first instance a political scientist, 

choanalysis hia books are draw more from a stuiy of psy 

tim of nolitical science. Wis first book, The Politicel 
  

Community; was sub-titled “A Study of Anomic," after Durithein 

once again, ani drew its date princinally from psycholosical 

Biviles.s. His secon’ work, written as a sequel to The 

Ks
 

olitical Community, is titled Errors of Parchotherany antl 

is, almost in its entirety, an exeminstion of the premises 

  

  

anil methodology of psychoanalysis and related forms of 

mental healins. 
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To return to the contrast nointed out in the first 

peragranh ahove, De Grazia ntonds in one sense a% the 

opposite nole from Horney, Rilesman, and Fromm, all of whom 

re 

micht be enllead defonders of individualism. De Gracia 

    

the earth is perched’ with the aridity of the In- 
dividual over constant, alvays a sin of ilsorder, 
the notion of the individual has aciteted the Vestern 
fori oinee the deaths of Alexesnder and Aristotle. 
The world then, as now, wanted.for men oF station and 
PUIMOSC. ones more it needs the ideals of the Citi=- 

  

  

  

Z2On, & man of duties ate _roegenes bilities, a man of 
position are “piemit Tleance, of relicious and nolitical j 
heliefs, a man with statue in the political community .t 

Tein his cue from Aristotie, “Mon 1s a political 

animal," “Do Grazia writes: 

Without the political community, @-en is a nanelsss 
ovicast.s The state is the hichest seculer organiza= 
tion beeause like 4ta counterpart, the relisious 
commmity, it exists to. protect mean from his sreatest 
fear -=— isolation.e £ he lives in ‘this foar, he can 
never rise to his fullest potentialiticns It is 
rather ironic thet in this ase without a sense of con- , 
munity charges ere often heard that the ‘Alenity of the i 
iniivijunl is lost.e Once the sense of community is ° 
recained, dignity again will envelop the individusl,.~ 

  

  

Note that De Grazie, like the other nsycho=-sociolozists 

@iscussed, is concerned for the develonment of the individual 

& potentialities, Tut he docs not make the assumption 

that the individuel ean only develop his notentislities 

throush antonomy, by divorcing himself from the cormunity 

    

lgebngtinan de Grazia, The Politieal Community (Ghicaso: 
University of Chicaso Press, '» LOMB); Ds Xie 

2Ibid.e, Ge 190. Also Sebastion je Gracia, Errors of 
Esychotherany (iNew Yori: Doubleday & Goes, 1952), noe 254—5. 
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and then ro-reclating himself via a "productive orlenta- 

tion." For De Grazia, the commumity is the matrix within 

whieh alone the full development of the individual aan ta’: 

Places While Horney and Fromm both stress the need for an 

effective relationship of the individual to society, their 

erimary concern 4s for the imiividuel and his orientation. 

De Grazin 1s more concerned with society's orsanization and 

its ability to satisfy the individual's needs, with, one 

micht say, socicty's relationship to the individual. 

The differenee here 1s not as subtle az the above re—- 

marks micht indicate. There 1s 2 funieamental difference in 

attiituie between the theorles of De Grazia and, for excmnle, 

fference that De Grazia's statonent about the 

arkdity of the Individual brings ont sharply. Ani the 

theoretienl differences at this level stem in turn fron 

differences at the level of cach writér's understamiine of 

human moture and human potentialities. 

De Trazia realizes that the argument mist he carried 

ack to Shia pointe Polltical selience Aare never forget 

that it rests upon the nature of man? it is not safe simply 

to assume that "everyone orm alive is either a born indivi-e 

Iualiat or a simple sort of Aenoerat, 

However, discussion of the “doctrine of humen mature" 

n De Grania or any of the psarenoeseciclosists must boware 25 ie 

  

Re Grazia, Errors of Psychotheranr, pe li. 

AIDId., De Te 
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of a pltfall. It will bo recalled that Horney and Fromm 

“human nature." No were both antasonistie to the phrase 

doubt sone of this hontility arose as 2 reaction against 

Freud's blolorical detorninism. But be that as it may, 

Horney and Fromm are both unwilling to so any farther than 

the concession that man is “structured” 1n a certain 

fashion. They will not allow him a fixed and biolosically 

siven human nature» 

It 4s superfLeially temmtins for the orthoiox Chris- 

tien stuflent of anthropolosy to deduce from certain conclu- 

sions of De Grazie that he holds to a doctrine of orizinal 

Sin. He dees not, at least not in the sense that 

Christianity has historically defined it, something with 

which =an is born. There in no evidence that De Grazia 
  

belicves man to be born with any particuker natures, ore=- 

Gisposed to evil or good, or with o Lew "written in the 

heart." Although we are justified in speaking of humen 

nature, weeannot interpret the phrase to mean something 

given hereditarily. Let De Grazia himself illustrate his 

meanings: 

helplessness of the human orgenism at birth and 
some succeeding years is a biological fact with 

immense secial immortance. Ecesuse of it, all 
humens receive a number of like experiences. It 
would be a mistake to deseribe the effeet of these 
experiences on the growine indivitual as the in-= 
fluence of heredity. « e e Rigorously speaking, the 
telltale signs of similar upbringing experiences 
are not attributable to heredity; yet, in seeming 
paraiox, they almost inevitably appear because of 
the hereditary makeup of rman. The feebleness of the 
Inman infant thus necessitates a number of uniform 

  

   

  

  

 



  

19 

cultural exnerionces.> 

The uniformities of childhood exnerience include four 

important situations of anxiety in the carly history of the 

human orceanisms absence of attendants, withirawal of affecq= 

tion by sttendants, discovery of the limitation of attendants, 

and nartial abandonment by attendants. Each of these erises 

commences with a deterioration of the enila's system of be= 

liefa about the world and terminates with the acquisition of 

mow or revised set of beliefs. The child is presented 2 

ear t
s
 

vy in life with the ideational content ef noliticel and 

relicious beliefs, but he accents them only after being con- 

fronted with the possibility of the loss of lovinre care and 

on orlerly, cratifyine worlds« Beliefs can perform their 

nroper =sycholosieal function hecause they define the anpro= 

priate wars for obtaining protective assurance, and they in- 

licate the superior powers whe can crovide that assurance. 

The need for ea body of moral beliefs 1s thus, in De Grazia's 

view, fumiamentally a need for assurance that critical 

situations of helplessness will not reeur., Thus, belief 

systems serve as protection acainst the anxiety of separation ue 

proveked by such si tustdions © 

  

Me Grazin, The Political Comunity, De Te 

  

Sonis is an all too brief suenary of the thesis in The 
Political Community, a thesis unon which the later work, 

Errors of Povchotherany, also rests in parte The complete 

Steen ae oh 3s contained in Pe Grazia, The Political Community, 

mn. .7-26, . 
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It would appear from this thet De Grazia is sayinz tro 

thines of interest to us: Pirstly, man cannot live without 

moral helicfs; aecontly, these moral beliefs are the ercation 

of the community. Doth thene assertions are in fact prinary 

tencts of De Grazia's creed. The Political Community is de- 

voted to the task of vrovine the inevitability of :these 

moral bellefa ani showing what happens when they are weelkened 

throuch inherent contradiction and mutual incomnatebility,. 

Err Ars Of 
a Se Leaves no doubt as to the 

  

oririn of moral beliefa: “Wo, morality is not inborn, "7 

Morality, differing from land to lend and from ace to ace, 

represents "the community's efforts to reach 2 naturel law 

s 2 
on the just relations of men."° 

De Grazia's erltique of modern psychotherapy berins 

with the acsertion that neurosis is nothings more or icas 

than moral disorde 

It would 4 seem that concrete modern evidence confirms 
thet the seattered materials of history and ethno=- 
spanhy could only suczest. The neurosis is a moral 
lisoricre »e « e The person who brings } his case to 
tne neyehotheraniot brings 2 problem + that is causing 
him great suffering and one that for him involves 
moral contlict, conflict vetween richt and wrons, food 
and bad, a conflict over “ouch rtnesa," over stan Janis 
or 44eals which he has an? earmot by himself chanre. 

  

   

          

Tne Granis, Errors of Psyehotherany, p. 110. 
  

Srpide, De 234. 

Othid eo OMe 40—=1. 
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The person who consults the psychotherapist obviously 

suffers. He knows thore 1s something wrong with him, which 

is causing him hardohip, pain, ana humiliation. This 

suffering the modern psychotherapist calls “anxiety." 

Anxiety, as freud and Honey both agree, is the essential 

factor common to all neuroses. 

Tat why is the person anxious? What is the obfect of 

this anxlety? Se Grazia finds the answer in the feeling of 

suilt which the patient experiences, the guilt which Horney 

resarici as the erucial element in the dynamics of neuroses 

The problem of the neurotic 1s suffering due to cullt. Thus, 

he concludes, every neurotie 1s actually tormented by a 

moral conflict, a conflict of richt and wrong, 0 

It would follow from this, De Grazie reasons, that the 

eure of neurosis lics in a therapy which provides direction 

for the ncrson tormented by conflict. And from a broad 

tudy of paychotherapy, as practiced from primitive tribes 

to molern Vienna, he concludes that the successful thera- 

pist tocs indeed sive moral JArectlon. + 

However, much of modern psychotherapy, ani especially 

that which follows closely in the tradition of Freud, is 

  

LOtpid, 2 OP. 74-5. 

lltpid. This conclusion is stated specifically on 
De 105, The Lencthy arcument which De Grezie employs to 
refute the notion that mojern psychotherapy is non- 
divective==<that, In “act, any successful therapy has been 
non={Jirective=--is four op. 42-102.
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unable, on doctrinsl crounds, to acinowledse the moral 

ilsorier of neurosis or its converse, the moral onmicr of 

heelthe Henee 1t was compelled to produce a therapy of 

toleration.+* Rather than be evaluative, rather than cdmit 

that their task was to give moral direction, motern nsycho- 

heraniats have preferred to let the natient think that 

whatever he wanted was pisht. They gave moral direction, in 

other voris, but it was 4irection toward amorslity. The 

patients emermed all with conflicting directives. Here, 

be Crazia mainteins, lies the tragedy of modern nsychothereany. 

How econ tho enllective effect of psycotherany in the 

community be good when the moral directives which it sives 

nh with each other? A community 1s an organism and rhen 

its eolls ent ench other 1t dies,43 By sendins, individual 

patients out of the office not cured (for cure is today a 

mystery) but feeling happLer, the total amount of mora 

confusion and conflict within the community is in no wa 

diminished. "It is truly written that if the blind lead the 

bliin? both will fall inte a aiten.*14 

If the nsychotherapist has failed, who is left to 

“neln the afflicted soul," to “bring him back into the 

community," to “offer him a place of light and refreshment?" 

  

L2Emid.y pe 160. 

L3tpid., pe 185. See also the Jiseussion of "The Four 
Walls of the Medern Healer," pn. 132-62. 

l4ypad e9 De 160. 
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Relicion, nophaps 225 De Grazia examines the notion that 

this 1s the task of be |
 eclision at great lencth. 

But he discovers that Roman Catholicism an well as 

hy
 

Protestantism has inercasinsly deenphasizes. confession and 

ebsolution (the Romanists here in Americe under the in- 

fluence of Protestant relativism). Gonfession and absolu- 

tion, or the act of forgiveness, restores the individual to 

the community esainet which he has sinned. It is a truth= 

ful therapy, recognizing the morel nature of the person's 

problem, and it bullds moral unity while a therapy of 

toleration only corrupts morality 6 But the willineness. 

of clerrymen to drink knowledge from the streams of 

selontific"™ nsyehotherapy and their refusal to recomnize 

and hold on to the genuine elements in their own treditional 

healine methed has made modern religion a cold houses 

“Healins is dead in the modern church. It hai no peace to 

offer the strife-torn soul, The doors of the temple are 

closet ."2T 

The clercymen's standard objection, accoriing to De 

Grazia, has been that they had no rishte Ged speaks 

be
e Liveetly to each man, without the necessity of 2 mediating 

  

L5Ibides De 1626 

L6qpia. 9 WNe 179-80. 

L7Ibides De 187s 
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priest. Py what authority, then, can we use confession and 

absolution? 

Here De Grazia makes explicit what has previously been 

2
 implicit. Tecause the community 1s the seurce of morel be- 

liefs, because it is asainst the community that the immoral 

bersen sins, therefore foreiveness “4a the unique possession 

of the emmunity with its moral structure. Return unto re, 

n18 it sare, and I will return unto you. The richt to fore 

five is hence «a right which the community bestows upon its 

If the priest or the minister takes the attitute, then, 

that the individual's conselence should reign supreme, the 

individual canmnet be helped. And the priest or minister is 

abdicating, Pe Grazia writes: 

God's silence has often been a trial to mene To cir=j 
mvent lt, however, by saying Christus oro me or God 

nine, is in me, and is mown to me alonc, docs not 
oven un your ears to heaven. The result is a poor 
pretence at private hebnobbins with God, an only-child 
relicion that hopes to woo Gol into a folie a jeux. 
You mm about this earth, whispering ara listening, 

i thoucth the voice is there 1% is not there for you. 
In the end you erawl beciz to secular psaychotherapye e« « 

    

  

All. psychotherapy is evidence against the doctrine that 
man needs no nrovision for moral suldesnce. The doctrine 
is oertainly not true Protestantism. Luther considered 
himself a churehman by the grece of God, That was his 

) Ne was called to ministcr and to tench, to 
sive selfless service to monking » to mediate between 
God ani man for his fellow men.l9 

  

The doctrine of moral iniependence is not a doctrine 

of the Reformers bt cf the Pnlightenment with its secular 

  

18rp12 e59 De 1836 

19tpid., vp. 199-99. 
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imlividuslism. Ina telling prassare De Grazia comrents: 

Havrince come to life with the proclamation of an ah= 
solute relianee on divine forriveness, Protvestantison 
finda that without men of the stature and confidence 
of the Ref orgers 4t earnot continue to proclaim this 
forciveness 

   

Sty the minister 1s needed And richt now 
scded to say to mon that this is true, certain, 
out Lalschood <= fod does not lie when He 
S nromise of forciveness. This is as godéd 

t was in the days of the Redeemer. Weed im le 

  

De Gragin concludes sodlly: 

Leave the clermyman to benos on his outcast state. He 
had the lmowlede but he hod not the love. He there=- 
fore lost the eit acute Lo heal anil now ean be icft 
to ‘cen his museum pleee, the church, in faithful-re~ 
nair. It is among the nsychotheranists that one ‘finds 

stenees a willinemessa to forcive.=2 in rare ins 2 

Vhet, are the stens, then, which psychotherany ousht to 

follow: First of all, 1t must recomnize the moral nature 

of the neurotic problem, Then attention must be fixed on 

® sncely solution; for unresolved moral tension lesis to 

neurosis, ar! neurosis if not temied leads to the formation 

of a new ent vate system of moral ty waich is paychosiss 

Paychosis removes the cullt and the conflict, it makes the 

nerson happier, but 14 also alienates him from t'e community 

so that "the seul cankers,"23 

Therany must therefore proceed with an end in viewe 

in the second sten. It must Ting e standard by which 

  

2OTbId., De 200. 

21Ibides De 2030 
22rn14, 

2bIbides MPe 295-6. 
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it can judge the desirability of the etiange which 4t works 

in individual men. It eannot make the concrete man over 

into thls ideal man, but 1t can help him a few stens 

Closor.<" And the one wnbreskable law would be that ro teche 

violate this ideal of chaz eee 

At this noint in his argument De Grazia sketches a little 

‘Yana.e Daca someone argue that the counselling which De 

Grazia succests is nothing more then confession, that the 

healivs is only absolution, that the “ideal character" is 

nothine but the imitation of a Christ, that, in short, this 

is not nsychotherapy but religion? He is corrects 

Take each school of nsychotherany separately; it is a 
redenntive Bystem, designed to relieve cullt. Tak 

em togebhex) tr ‘ey are 2 marled mass cf conflicting 
Lonehings. Take them separately, tune them to= 

mother like the strings of a lute; harmonize hheir 
Vas 4 a = a owledgse and ideals; they become a reli clone® 

    

  

a 

Final, 4n fashioning ‘their ideal of man, the nayecho= 

therapists must not neglect "the law that canmot be violated. 

Commmity is the natural orier of mans An Ideal of man must 

place him in community with other men.2/ This 4s the third 

    

24114 6, De 207s 

25Ibide, ppe 212-3. 

26rd. Doe 214-5. 

2TIbide,y De 2156   
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and last requirement of en improved paychotherapy. An‘ it 

carries the psyechotheranist into an ares for which he is 
o 

not trained, aS 

Those resronsible for Imowledge of the connsetedness 
of things witeed the comnmity and the orderings of 
hem tot cis the hishest good are the statesman and the 

theolo: ce 2 e The communities they represent, the 
political : end religious co: cunitdies or the great 

    

   cormunity, take in 211 of man's life, ghelre is the 
task of rads sing and holdins before men's eyes the 
vision of the idenl coz munitye Only they heve the 
toalitien and the training to do thin. Theirs is the 
duty. 29 

Simple toleration is not enough. “One zassion must be 

dwiged rrere and the other richt, accoriing to the ideals 

of the community. "30 

Yet the masterine of nature is hard. Man is a desirins 

crenure, anil it is necessary to provide in the community 

the meann whereby some relief can be offered. This is 

where the flexible remedy of formiveness stens forthe 

Forciveness in psychotherany, in the curlin= of souls, 

Bllows authority to judse and yet reconsider that judgment 

without imperiline the moral stendaris of the community. 

Men are not infallible. But authority doea not have to be 

infallible to be autheritye Beeeuse his remedies are and 

must be earth-hewn, man must say loud ani clear, "Richt and 

wrons," and ae and clear, “Forgiveness ."71 
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be Grazia writes in the Coda of Errors of Psycho= 

fherany that there are in the world fundanental principles 

of goodness or Justices, Man, the half=perceiving, half~ 

creating being, triesn to learn these principles, All his 

Sclence is bent tower their discovery. Those who are thoucht 

to knew the natural law best are invested with the authority 

of the cocmunity. 

Built into ren is thia institution=-community. The 

natural love of the good in every sen 1s its proluct. Moral 

rules chance but the moral call is unchangeable and Insists 

always on the resissimum=--tien were born to be together. If 

Goi'n Tineer hal meade its furrows in rock wnen He cave His 

law, He would have used those letters or the older ones: 

Gol is your father and all ye are brethren. "You can, if 

you will, call this institution divine. In community the 

Objective anil subjeative aspects of relision coalesce, "32 

J 5 Qo iy o 9 are those who like to point out thet every man's 

Yelision is like 2 family with God as the father. They 

think that this proves relizcion to be nothing more then a 

projection of the family. it has never occurred to then 

thet the projection could be a divine projection writ small 

onto man's institutions. Community is stanped on man's soul.?> hae 

De Grasia's writing often takes on a mystical fervor. wees 

As a result it is sometimes difficult to appreciate just 
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whet he has actually been sayinz. It is oven more difficult 

to set down, by means of direct quotation or naracraph 

Summaries, the siet of hls argumente A resume such as this 

omits = good deal and consequently leaves roonfor faulty 

inferences. The most flaring omission of this section is 

its almost total disresari of the closely rensoned and 

thorourhly documented arzument of The Political Sormnunity. 

A summary an@ restaterent 1s therefore eonecially required, 

which on attempt will be made to place in orler and ner= a)
 

Snective the theories of De Grazia which make him relevant Me ain whe 

to thia study, and to make explicit certain of his basic 

m2 Dhe Politics] Community, Be Grazie. employs throvgh-= 

  

out the term rmulor (always Italicized). He defines ruler 

as "the entity, tangible or intangible, which members of a 

comunity believe able to control those asnects of the en= 

vironment necessary for the commonweal."24 The concent of 

ruler resolves the apparent inconsistency in De Grazia when 

he speaks without distinguishing, of the commonweal, the 

will of God, and moral beliefs. 

The rulers have as their duty the reculotion of the en- 

vironments ‘The ruled have in turn the oblication to obey 

the lew whieh the rulers establish.?5 fhe baby's bottle, - 
  

Pe a cee ee nee: eee ee 

S4ne Grasia, The Political Sonnunity, ne 22. 

-Lbide, De fe 
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Protection from foreign Invasion, and favorable weather 

for the crons are 211 features of the environment which . 

ist revulate., Henee parents, Kings, and God 

  

are all rulers, at various stages of life and to a varying 

extent within these stegese Since the protection afforied 

by parcnts, scoular sovernment, and divine Providence is 

all of 2 piece, their authority is likewise one. Ard th 

lews which they promulgate must be a unity. The law to 

Which they demand chedience 1s the basic law of the father: 

love your brothers--whether the father 1s biolomical parent, 

a Kine, or Gol, This primary law is the law of community, 

& law which the ehild learns along with the first affection 

it reesives ani which 1s constantly reinforced by 211 sub= 

sequent exnocrience. This is but another anproach to the 

dictum quoted carlier: community is written on man's soul, 

ay 
eoncerms itself primarily with 

  

whet happens wien belief breaks dowm, when faith in the 

rulers is lost, or wien the directives which they cive con= 

36 traliet exch other. The consequence is gnomie.” 
  

Errors of fgychothepany is concerned with anothor 

problem: the difficulties which man experiences in obeying 

the laws 1nid down by the rulers and the cure for the dilemma 

in which he consequently finds hinself. 

But 4n both books, De Grazia plays upon the theme that 

the fanlly, the political community, and the reliclous con= 

  

3SSibid., passim eapecislly np. 4T-7G-~ 
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mmnity arc 211 one community, one but a macnification or a 

BmAll-senlec vérsion of anothar. There 1s but one comunity, 

and that is ultimately the community of which Goi is the 

father ori in which all men are brothers. 

Sin is 2 transzression of the community's laws. sin 

provates the anxlety of eullt in the same fashion es flouting 

of parentel suthority occasions anxiety in the smell child 

completely denendent unon his parents. 

The infividual who hes within himeclf e moral conflict 

(an Incipiort neurosis, for nourosis is moral disorder) necds 

moral cuidanee. He needs to be told by reliable and informed o 3 

euthoriticos what is richt and whet 49 wrongs. If he trans- 

GPesses the low, he renlizes that he has alienated himself 

from the commmity. He requires restoration. And this for= 

civenenn supplies. The absolution can be pronounced by 

anyone able to sneak in the name of the community. 

- 
De Crazia uritess 

The theoloscian is richt. Why not admit 1%? More than 
anstitine cise, the world needs love. These several 
huntred nares have shown that unless a humen helng is 
weleomed to this world with love, he micht as well have 
hoon stillborn: that unless the widenins horizon con-= 
timies to ansure him of thia love, he will not grow; 
and umless the relisious and political bellefs which 
secure this love are lef% unfouled, he will wander 
throuch life in a maze,7 

  

fhis is the conclusion to which De Grazia comes after 

lencthy an detailed stuly of situations where the inlividual 

has not been welcomed with love ana where the political and 

  

BTIbAl., De 187 
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relicious beliefs have not been left “unfoulea." 

There is a huge difference between Sebastian Be Grazia 

ond Yrich froum. Rut thie area of disagreezcnt must not be 

nemiitied to conceal the fact that their analysin of the 

mmen situation ls strikingly similar. On the nature anid 

the destiny of man they show more agreement then disacrce= 

ment, thouch their final conclusions mey seen diametrically 

oppose’. Fromm ealls uson the ingividual to redeem himself 

and to establish s produetive orientation towari himself, 

nature anl his fellew men. Se Grazia calls upon the com= 

mimity to redeem man ani to make possible for him a produc-= 

tive relationship toward himself, nature, er his fellow 

3 
2 have discerned the same fundamental needs in Int bo 

uy ra 

Ran an’. both are cencerned for his redemntion. Their dice 4h wed 

agreenent is nrineinpally in the eree of means; on the nature 

ani Centiny of man they are in basic agreement. 

The iisecreerent with Rlesman is sharper. in the are- of 

applicntion. While Rlesrman wants man eventually to transcend 

tredition=(Lrection, inner=direction, and other-=dircation, 

De Grazia has no such hope or cven desire. while Riesman 

losis for the formation of a social character which will 

avela anomie not by adjustmert but by autenomy, De Grazia 

holds thet only by aijustment can anomie be avoided. Be 

Grazic tierefore wants the community's lews to bo laws to 

whieh the individual can adjust without inner conflicte 

But adjust he mst!
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But acelin we must not emphasize the differences at 

the exnense of the similerities. Ricsman ani De Grazia use 

the save analysis of man3; they agree on the human plicht. 

And even in their respective solutions they are not too 

far apart Af we reeall that Riesman looks in the foresecable 

future only townrd the formation of ea "saving remnant" while 

De Granin crants the necessity of rulers, of community 

healers, of statesmen ani theolozians who will ercate and 

not just bow to the community's lawse 

It should be noted that Riesman does not want suteromy 

Ae 3 ct that men, ck
 for pure rebellion's seie. He objects to 

fe
e in aljustins, are constricting themselves in a fashion which 

will not. permit the development of their full potentialities. 

They are adjusting to an irrational dictator. 

‘Se Srasia arcues in She Political Community that the 

  

directions which society is civing today are also restricting 

the develonment of man into the full measure of healthy an? 

whole hunanity. 

It could be areued thet the aifference between Riesmen ee es i) 

aml De Trazia 1s one of optimism and pessimism. Riesmen 

beliervce thet individual man should rise above the irrational 

anil stultifyine direetion of the community. De trazia dces 

not. think he can, that 1f the community fails to provide 

laws consistent with the nature of man ond the huwnan enter= 

prise, only anomie ean resulte



  

of 

But we could also turn 1+ sround and arrcue thet De 

Grazia is the optimist while Rieaman is the pessimist. 

After all, it in Ricsaman, who sces no Immediate noasibility 

fora chante in society and therefore directs his arcu- 

ment to the in/‘lividual., At the very least, save thyself. 

While De Grazia sees no chance for the Individuel apart 

from society's regeneration, he does hola out hone for 

Such a regensration. It is surely a sign of optimism to 

direct an orcument at society as a whole ana to urge that 

“1, 
whe entire “community” save itself by e drastic reversal 

of policy anil attitude.



GUAPTSR VII 

PSYSHO-SOCTOLOIY IN THE CONTEXT OF THE SOCIAL SCIENCES 

The aicnifieonee of nsycho-sociolosy today and the in= me 

Lech its theories have had will he hetter estinated 

  

fluence +: 

if an attemnmt is first made to mMlace them within the histor= 

he Wi ole deal continuity of social and psycholosical science. 

In the first place, the conviction that man is more are 

then the sum totel of his instinctual drives and that a oan £3 ia. 

purcly instinetive-genctic psychology ia inadequate did not 

arise overvirht in psychoanalysis, It surely 2114 not spring 

full-blown from the brow of Karen Horreye 

Carl dung, om apostate disciple of Freud, wrote in 1933: 

The endeyroduct of the Freudian method of explanation 
is a detailed elaboration of man's shadow-side such 

never been carrie? out before. It is the mest 
ive antidote imacinable to all idealistic 
tons atout the nature of man, e »« e but I main- 

  

  

   > that there are not a few among the onnonents of 
he methed of explanatio who heave no illusion as to 

man's shadoweside, ani who object to a blassed por= 
trayal of man from the shedow=-side alone. Aftor a, oF = 2ue 

the essential thing is not the shadow, but the body 
which casts itet 

  

gums nated that about one-third of his cases. were At Ge 

suffering from no clinically definable neurosis, 

but from the senselessness and emptiness of their Lives. 
It seems to me that « « « this can well be descrined es 
the seneral neurosis of our +imeee 

  

  

ae} & 

from the Gernan by We Se Dell ana Cary I. Baynes (New Yori: 
Harcourt, “race & Coe. PTervent Nook], ce 1955), pre 40-1. 

Stbids;. ps Gle 

Loarl cunt, Molern Man im Scarch of a Soul, translated
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People arc searchine for meaning in their indivitual 

lives. 

To be a Leta in a mass hes meaning and charm only 
for the men who has not yet advanced to that tases 
but none for the man wo. has experienced 1% to satiety. 
The inport anee of 4Aniiviiuel life may alvuars be denicd 
by the "educator" whose vride 1t 1s to bree’ mass=men. 
B other person will sooner or later be Griver to 

is meaning for himself.? 

   

     

In 2. eritical comparisen of his views with those of 

Ve modems are faced with the necessity of rediscovering 
the detach of the snirit; we must emerience 14 anew for 

It 298 the only way in which we can break the 
. bings us to the eycle of bLolosical cvents. 

  

2.lLowed his vision to be colored by the classes 

of natholozy. Hut the psychotherapist 

must never allow himself to forget that the ailing ring 
l mimi, end that, for all ite siinen LES 5 4t 

mole of the psychic life of mone 

  

   

     

els on Freudian biclosiam, eunc has 

crlticiaed sharply the tendency to account for everythine on 

physical crountisa, for 14 leads to a "nsychology without the 

‘Medicine has too long sone on the assumption that 

the iliness should be treated and not the sick person. Usy- 

hietrists must turn their attention from the visible disease 

and direct i% woon the man as a whole. A thoroush cure can 

only renult from a treatment of the nersonality as a. wholo,! 

  

PIbiies De 68. 

AThide, De 1226 

5Ibid.s, De 1235 

Grpide, DD. 173-80, 
TIbid.e, De 1926 
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er leading Fre 

  

fan who finally 

  

& Wan oanot 

    

i orthodoxy to develop instchts of his owns 
  

one of the first serious attempts 

        

  

o, Ue lLtue ceartanersonel to psycnolosical 2 4 - 

  

erapher eredits nin 

    
——— * 3 aa mae se revos urttil Maren Hor-e,.? 

- Pm oem aLteb nm a@-efa aS mmo eo se 
o- == Sf os ee - ee ——_ 

    

wae = = = famierentel wi-    
frewilens vin uniqubtelly Harry Steck Sullivan, alresiy sen 

tione2 22 the father of inter-persemal percitiateys Be bat 

ceen vory ccrly that procress in peyehiateg wouls only 

come with the recocnition that peyelitetis; is She study of 

procemnes thet involve om co om between people. .“She field 
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and a personality “ean never be isolated from the complex 

of interpersonel relations in which the person lives and 

has his being « ni waeteet EPL Lad 

Sullivan sew thet the self cane into belns as a dyne- 

Mism to preserve the feeling of security, and was built 

larsely of personel synbolie elements learned in tontact 

with other siemificant people, 22 Hence the nsyehiatrist Ore 

Mist cortermlate the social order not merely as it sets the 

limits within which the natient's internersonal reletions 

may succeed, but “rather an the mediate source from which 

spring his problems which are themselves Sicns: of difficule 

ties in the seein omter."13 In fact, Sullivan virtuelly 

identifiel vaychiatry and social psycholocy by defining 

Psychiatry as the (study of Interrersonal relations htt 

Ant4 ol patine! Horney, he saw clearly that recurring 

conreriecs of tensions almost unique to man arise fron the 

impact of neonle; that the felt component 1s anxiety; and 

that action whieh relieves any of these tensions is ex- 

+ Oe es ene 

Lina arry Staci Sullivan, Concentions of Modern Psr— 
chiatry (> laphinetons Williem Alanson white | 2sychiatric 
Pouniation, os 1947), one 4S. 

12rm14., De Me 

8 ye L3Ibide, De 87s 

Mitaryy Stack Sullivan, The Interpersonal Theor 
Poyehiatry, edited by H. S. Perry and He Le Gawol (iew Pe cics 
We We Horton @: Oes 1953); Me 367-8. Sullivan hed 

develonea these ideas some years before their Tirst orderly 
presentation in Goneentions of Modem Psychiatry, as the 
essays reprinted in The snterpsrsonat. Tisory of Psychiatry 
eatablish. 
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berlenced as continued or enkaneed self-respect or self= 

esteem, 15 

His orltique of Frewi's concent of narcissism allies 

hin with Fromm, end he enlls From's theories on selfish- 

hESS8 ani self-love, as elaborated in an article in Psy- 

ghiatry in 1959, "a view sympathetic to my ponition."16 

Partlenlarly with his concept of "significant others" 

Sullivan nreviowdd Ricsnen, eni his own writings diseuss 

what Riennan was later to call the transition from inner- 

direetion to ather-direationsl7 

Leoner’ 5. Cottrell and Nelson N. Foate, in appraising 

Sullivan's contrilmtions to social psychology, contend thet 

he exenplified the new concern of the scientific spirit 

with the purposive and value asnects of human social life. 

No social selentist was more neutely aware of the crisis 

of values in American society, “though no doubt neonle like 

Epich Fromm and David Riesman equal his annreciation,"23 

SQ far, however, we have only considered one side of 

the picture: the movenent of osychology toward a serious 

consideration of eultural factorse 

15rpide, De 370. 

l6sullivan, Concertions of Modern Perechiatry, De 63. 

L7Indd., poe 95-6. 

  

LBrctriol Mullahy, editor, Zhe Contributions of Harry 
Stack Suliiven (New York: Hermitage House, 1952), pe 202. 

  

mT
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Harel’ Lasswell, present-day deon of American politi- 

cal Scientists, hes been pursuine the connection between 

DOlitinesl science and nayehiatry since before 1930.19 

His rescarehes antedated the Horney-From sehool of psycho= 

enalysis and paralleled the refined Freudienisam of Rank, 

Rei, and "rang Alexonder.®0 In recent years he has en= 

Ployed the insichts of Neo-Freudian analysis. 

Poodepiek 1. Gehunan is another eminent nolitical 

Scientist who has devoted many years of study to an ex= 

Ploration of the comneetion between psychiatry ad politig 

eal selienes.@2 Sehuman contends thet a conternorary theory 

of politientl behavior mist be built around the discoveries 

of Horney, Ricsoan, and De Grazia. ile is particularly we: 

in his apvrobation of De Grazia. 3 

renee ee Yee 

LOMerolLd Lacswell, Paychonpatholosy and Polities(Chicaso: 
University of Chieaco Press, 1930); World Politics ard Per- 
Sonal Insceurity (New Yorks Whittlesey House, @ivision of 
MeGQraw-Hill Book Coe, 1925); Fover and Personality (New Yorics 
W. We. Norton @ Gow, 1948). 

    

      

20Trang Alexanior, Pseyehoanalysis of the Totel Person- 
ality (New York: Nervous and tental Disease Publishins Co., 

  

ee 

2icft., for example, Lasswell's discussion of social- Gel eg 

enxicty, Fowor ard Personality, ppe 161-4, 

“°'rrcderick Le Sehuvan, International Polities (New Yort: 
MeGraw-Hii1 Book Cos, 1953). 

  

°3rhe views of Professor Schuven were learned larsely 
from personnal conversetion and eleesroom lectures. They 
nay be inferrea from his review of De Grazia's Errors of Psy- 
chotherany, printed unfer the title "fhe Cure of Souls™ ~~ 
Hew Remublic, February 23, 1953, pp. 20-1 
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The sirnificance of the contributions male by culturel 

anthronolory mist not be ignorel. Ruth Benedict was one of 

the first to view culture as an Interrated whole and to 
apply to crouns the nsycholoztical concents usually renerved 

for inliviaunls, She stressed the function of culture and 

the Immosnibilits of inter-cultural comparisons.** 

Ralph Linton, in discussing the “cultural backcround 

of personality," states that society and culture exist to 
Satisfy the physical and psyche needa of individuals, and 

these needs sre much on a par. The most outstanding psychic 

need is thnt for emotional reaponse from other indiviinels. 

Whether 14 is inborn or learned, it must be satisfied or 

infividuel “suffers from feelings of lorelinces and 

Solnt.ion which are almost as acute as though no one were 

present, "25 

While Frewl posited instincts to account for human re- 

actions, Linton asserts that we now know many of these re= 

Actions to be the result of eultural conditioning.?> Father 

than nature versus nurture, the new formula must. be nature 

plus or minus nurture.@f 

pee ee 

2iauth Renediet, Patterns of Culture (Mew York: The New 
snipe Library of Yorld Literature, Ince [ientor Reok], 
Ge 1954). 

25Ralyph Linton, The Gultural Backeroun’ of Personelit 
(Hew York: D. Appleton-Century Coe, 1945), one 6-6. 

26rride, De 126. 

27Ibide, De 1335. 
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Linton looks forwar? to a selence of human behavior 

which wild synthesize the finiings of psychoanalysis, 

80clolory, and anthronolocy.=? 

But while the prenonents of "eultural relativien" 

have contributed to the fornuletion of the theories unjer 

discussion, the influence has not been all one way. Herr y 

®. Prosin finds that the Neo-Freudians (he mentions Horney, 

Fromm, avd Eeriirer) have been highly influential, in turn, 

in anthronolorieal clirelese™= 

Amone sociolorists, in adsition to the school of Ries- 

man, Geoffrey Corer has plonerred in the work of studying 

"natdonn ehoracter" throurch a sociocloscical eroup-analysis.>9 

His finlints can be fitted within the framework of Horner's 

Over-n11 thesry and anticipate in many ways Riesman's study 

of other-directione2+ 

This survey is all too bricf, but it may serve to in= 

Sleate a trend stiil going on in those selences whieh deal 

——__—— 

28rpiies De Se 

29rreng Alexcnder and Holen Ross, ejitors, Drnanic Poy= 
chigier (Chicano: University of Ghicaso Press, 1952), 
De S56, 

    

et 

fonsult also Abram Kardiner, The Pseycholorical 
Frontiors of Society (New York: Columbia University Press, 
1945). The best illustration of this stotement 1s found in 
the volume edited by Glyde Kluckhohn and Henry A. Murray, 
Personality in Nature, Society and Culture (New York: Alfred 
A. Knonf, 1950). 

bf 

> Gcortrey Gorer, The American Peovle (New York: W. We 
Horton * Cos, 1945). 

31lIpid., Cf. eapeecially pp. 55-6. 
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With mon an’ his instdtutions. inereasingly it is beins 

Pecovnized that culture ani its vroducts are attemnts to 

Satisfy human nceies. These ncede are not only physical, 

but also psychic. Man does have imcrative psychic necdse 

heels which arise from the “humanness" of man. Thouch Shere 

ie no clear acrcenent on whether they are inborn or incul- 

cated Immedintely after birth, it 1s eacreed thet they always 

exist ani that they must be satisfied. Since man's needs 

Shape cultural institutions, and since these cultural insti- 

tutions influence in turn the peculiar direction which man‘s 

attempts to sntisfy these necds will tae, and since man's 

attennts to satisfy his needs within an existirg cultural 

franeworts may ot tines involve an inherent conflict with 

those needs themaclves--therefore it 1s only throuch an in= 

tecrate? study of mean that procress can be made tevard an 

uMierstandine on? amelioration of the human predicament. 

While many anthropologists, nsycholozists, sociolosists, 

and political selentists do not accent the anelysis of man 

which this paner has sketched, they are almost all ready to 

coneceds the truth of the nreceding perncranph and th 

necessity of a methodolory similar to that used by the 

Psycho-socioclozists unier liscussione As far as the writer 

has been ehble to Jiseern, opposition to the theories of 

Erich Fromm, to use tut one example, comes not from those 

who disamree with his conclusions on the basis of other 

evidence but from those who helieve that he is on the richt 

track but has pushed his conelusions beyond the evidence 

avalleable so far



CHAPTER VIII 

PSYGHO-SOCTOLOGY AND BIBLICAL AMNEHROPOLOGY's 
THE "SOURAGE TO BE" OF PAUL TILLICGH 

implicit and often explicit 4n the writings of Horney, 

From, Ricsman, and De Grazia is an understanding of human 

nature and a concent of human destiny (or "the future of 

man," 37 2 less metea=physical term is preferred), To what 

extent does their anthropélosy acree with the Biblicel an= 

thropolo-y? what are the important parallels betwecn their 

Uilerstarding of man ani the Christian unierstanding of man? 

Can pSycho-soclolocy make any significant contrimition to 

the Christian wurlerstandine of man? Wheat are the inade= 

Quacites in the unierstanding of the psycho-soclolozists 

Which Christianity can correct? 

We must bein with Preuis David Riesmen points out that 

in the continuinc campeien of organized relic¢ious thought 

acainst orgenized seientifie thought Freud is today fre= 

quently thrown into the fray on the side of the canpeisners.s 

Ricexean finds four themes 1n Freud which help to explain the 

paradox of his s@option by a certain kind of orthodoxy: 

the allegation that Freud has dethroned reason an’ crowned 

irrationality and mystique; the emphasia on anxiety in 

Freud's wreitines; his pessimism about man's fate; and his 

concent of oricinal sin,t 

eee lentes teat 

Inavia Riesman, Individuelism Reconsidered (Glencoc, 
Illinois: The Free Press, 1954), pe 392. 
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i believe that christian thinkers err when they try 

to enlint Frend for these reasonse In the first place, 

his aethronoment of reason 4s not the dethronerert which 

many of the devowt have long craved. It is reason identi- 

fled with selenee weieh has been the real focus of the 

Shrlatian attack acninst reason. And Freud, as hes been 

Polnted out in some detail, firmly belteved thet selence 

and only selence was not illusory. The only truth available 

to man ls that which he acquires by rationel investigstion 

in accor’ with selemtifie proceiure. Freud did not “srow" 

irrntionality ond myatiave: he only pointed un the influence 

whieh 4 “oes hapnen to enjoys But he wanted retionslity 

tO verlace Airret jonalitys this was the seal of his therapye 

And for that matter, Christianity surely has no stake in the 

triumph of the Freuflian 1d. 

It 4s true that Frew, especially in his later writings, 

Htrensed the concept of anxiety. But Frewlien anxiety which 

has as its nrotetyne the trauma of birth and which derives 

basically fren sexual instinet (libide) is only distantly re- 
lated to the anxlety that Kierkecaard alscus ses. 

Frewi was certainly pessimistic about man's fate. This 

is closely connected with the fourth theme men= 

It is 

pessimism 

tioned by Riesman, Prenud's concent of original sine 

true that Treud was Largely free of the sentimental illusions 

@bout mean which characterized his generation and that his 

observations of man as he is instead of man as he wishes he 
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Were present striking confirmation of the Biblical thesis 

conocrmins oririnal sing Tub asain we must beware. The 

Bible “ices not assicn originel sin to man's body. Heo- 

Platonian, with 1ts deprecation of the boty ani its exalto- 

tlon of “disembodied spirit," misht find Freud consenial. 

But Christlanity, which inaists upon the unity of man, the 

oricinsally perfeet ereation of God, which speaks of the 

eternal Werd thet beeame flesh, and which confesses its 

belief in the resurrection of the body cannot fina in Freud 

en ally, Freud's acsressive instinct is not orizinal sin 

beeanne he bases 1% upon an alleged instinet toward conser= 

vatlom inhorent in organie matter. Man's sin is not in his 

boty Dut is--4n some fashion=<<within his total being. 

It in at this nolnt that Christianity must maze a sharo 

ani furterental bresit with Freud. His entire theory of man 

is founded unon 2 conception of man as instinect-rldden 

animel thet carnet be reconciled with any concept of human 

freeiom or cuilt. Christianity insists upon both, 

The nessimism of Freud sbout humen potentialities must 

not kecnp us from secing that the more optimistic Neo-Freudians 

may actually be closer to e Christian anthronolssye 

Any systomatized approach to the next portion art our 

discussion will have the fault of covering up some important 

facts. ut an unsystematized comparison of Meo-Frewlian and 

Biblical. anthronologsy may hide the forest in the trees. For 

the sake of a meaningful comparison, therefore, we have 

chozen to carry on this diseussion umier three main headings.
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Man 25 man will be treated first. ‘The "human pre- 

dicament” an acen by Horney and Fromm will be compared 

with the hunan predieanent as witnessed to by the Bible. 

ian in community will be the second major heading. The 
  

hore soclolosically orlented anelyses of Riesman and De 

Grazic will be used to compare the Neo-Frewlian ani the 

Christian understardings of men among men, In this secom 

area, cancclally, but also to some extent in the first, the 

preblen of “rede option" will be treated. 

Pinelly, 1+ will bs necessary to weave the two major 

topies tormether in on effert to construct a total picture 

ani arrive et useful sencralizations. It is here that we 

siall turn to certain insishtsa of Paul Tillich. 

Whet is it that keeps man from beings completely at hore 

in the universe? Why is there neurosis and psychosis, con- 

flict and unhappiness, suffering and boredom? 

Both Homey ani Fromm believe that 1t is nossible for 

man to be happye They beth assume that he can grow into 

the full measure of man, and that if he does, he will not 

he tormented br neurosis, conflict, ami borejom. Then why 

deesn't he? The answer is found for both of them in the 

nature of man and in certaln consequences of this natures 

Horney speaks of "basic anxiety." Fromm talks about 

the ereature-ereator aubivalence. Poth are discussing essen- 

tially the same thinge 

Horney holds that basic anxilety develops from @ number 

of causes, but that the most important single cause is a
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lack of soourlty. ‘The ehi14, early in life, discovers ita 

nearly total denentience uron forces outside itself, over 

which 14 has only a very limited control. Concerned for 

the satinfaction of its needs and simultaneously aware thot 

the satisfaction of these needs denends unon somethings cther 

than the self, the eh1ld searches frantileally for means by 

which it cen remove the sense of helplessness ard alonencss 

which ensues, If 4+ fails to find these means, or, finding 

them, diseovers at a later date that they are not norforming 

up to exnectatilon, the eh’1d falls back isto enxiety. 

bullés as he matures. His every thoucht and action is tem= 

pered an1 esnditioned by nis ceaseless ssarch for techniques 

by whieh he enn cain reassurance and protect himself azainst 

the basie anxiety. He eraves power, he submits desperately, 

he flees situations of conflict, he strives consulsively to 

ecein affection. All of these deviees, which may de mutually 

contradictomr, are necessary because the Individual does not 

feel within himself that he belones, that he is loved, and 

that his life hes meaning for itself. 

Fromm Tints a quelitative difference between man and 

the Lower animals in man's unique ability to transcend 

cronturelinesse Man has emersed from the protectine cradle 

of nature into the domain of freedon, just as the individual 

child emerges from the womb and from the all-cnbracing 

maternal eore into the world of resnonsible adult decision. 

Exnelled from nature, man must find his owmm way. He may 

    

S basic anxiety is the substratum unon which the person
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chosse not to. He may prefer to flee back to the womb. He 

may seek absorntion rather than freedoms Instead of finiins 

his own place on the basis of his individuality; » men becomes 

terrified. Driven by enxisty he tries to protect himself, 

to sive himself identity and meaning, by becoming a part 

Pathor than a meanineful wholes Sadism is the attennt to 

allevinte anxiety by “incorporating” others; nesochism is 

the attemnt to do the sane thing by permitting others to 

“incorporate” oncaelf. SymbLlosis, 2 comprehensive tema 

coverin= both saliem and masochism, is not ultimately the 

answer, Ag a man cannot, no matter how bard he trica, re= 

turn ohysienily to the womb, so he cannot return to the all-= 

consolinc aml alleprotectine embrace of natures <Any attempt 

to submerce his individuality cannot 1n the long mm suceeed, 

and whon the attemot has foiled man will be more subjeet then 

before to anxiety ani despair. 

As has been mentioned previously, Fromm finds an anxiety 

basic to the basic anxiety of Horney. She holds that basic 

anxiety develons as the result of the carllest life ex= 

nericnes, Fromm roots it in the very condition of mane 

Bors Christianity know anything of such a basic anxiety? 

In the story of the Fall, the men who had been created in the 

imaze of Goi, who enfored perfect communication with God, 

after his Aisohedience hid hinself from the eyes of Godse 

When Gol calls, Adam replies: "I heard Thy voice in the 

gerden, oni I was afraid, because I was naked; ami I hid my- 

self .t2 

  

2qen.e 3210. 
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While the theolosy of these early chapters in Genesis 

has lone: been a part of the Christian understerding--8t, 

Paul » in Romans, diseusses 44 in detalle=there is a sresat 

deal of often ismored anthropolomy here also. The human 

  

predicament is dramatically portrayed in the story of the 

Fall. The nakedness of Adam seems almost to symbolize the 

inadequacy which he feels; he is unvorthy now to stand 

hefore Gods; he now flees that presence in which he had 

Tornerly basked. He is unsure of himself, helpless, alonc. 

He doen not know how to desl with the forces which control 

iny.e. His hiding is an unsuccessful attennt to allay 

this basic anxie tye 

AS & consequence ef their disobedience the primal 

parents are expelled from the Ganien of Faen. Here 1s the as ke 

expulsion from nature of which Fromm speakse it is’ a con= 

sequence of man's disobedience, though, end not of hile freeion. 

Forncrly man wes at one with nature eni with nature's God. 

Now he is sevarstel from God. As‘a result he is separated 

from nature also. The natural process of childbirth will 

occur in sorroy and nain. The sround will brine forth 

thorns ani thietles.? Man, because of his “ALlsobedience, is 

compelled to reorient himself entirely to that universe of 

Which he was formerly a harmonious parte 

The story of Cain and Abel relates an carly attennt to 

do just this. Gonscious of their senaration from God, Cain 

  

3ner e 3s 16-9.
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and Abel brouctht propitiatory snerifices. Abel was 

accentod": cain felt that he was note Thorefore he iilica 

his brothers, He tried to main accentance by doninztion, to 

establish himself? by the “incorporation of Abel, 1£ we may 

use fromm's terninolecy.e But he did not succeeds Security 

cannot be gained by depriving others, for man is his 

brother's keeper. He mat attain security for himself. 

"If thou doest well, shalt thou not he accented 74+ So Cain 

ig driven out from the community of man; he becomes a fugi- 

tive and a vacabond. He loses, by his wroncful atternt to 

Gin security, even thet measure of security which he hea,> 

The Decalogve 1s a significant commentary on human 

mature Af we are willinc to wnierstand the Moral Law es 

sonethine nore than the arbitrary house-rules of 2 capri- 

‘Ol, Man in his alonencas, benet by a Tecling of in- 

security, unable to raeonctle himself to Goi, makes himsel? 

idols, He trien to allay his anxiety by the service of 

sorething less than Godle But this in no answer, for God is 

& jealous God. No orientation short of orientation to Him 

can be a true ani effective restorations® 

The prohibitions and injunctions of the seconi table 

are a commentary on man's attempts to allay his anxiety by 

a 
"Gene Asl4, 

Gre, 2033-5
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rebellion acainst that order to which he is by creative 

order committed. He seoke self-enhencenent by murder, 

theft, deccit. He aitenmnts to buny his anxiety in sensual 

Mulfillment. But he ie told thet even ‘the desire to cn 

hanee his om position by anpropriation of thet which is 

is wrong. It is not only contrary to 4 ef ; 
od

 2 

“4 3 
Pe]

 3 3 - a 
the divine law; 1% is contrary to the divine order.f 

The beok sf Job is almost throushout 2a descrlotion of 

Then Joh answered and s 2 
Even to day is = complaint bitters my stroke is 
heavier ti hen ny sroaninrc.e 
Oh nt I knew whore I might find him! that I micht 
nome even to his seat! 

ould order my cause before hin, and fill my mouth 
with neramente » 
I would know the vorls which he would answer me, and 
understand what he twould sar unto mes 
WALL he plead aseivet me with his sreat power? Nos 
but he would sut strength in mes 
7 nore the richteous micht dispute with him; so shouwld 
I be del livered for’ ever from my judge. 

101d, I go forwerd,; but he a5 net theres and back- 
wars tut i eamot poreeive hime 
On the left hand, where he doth work, but I cannot 
behol? hims he hideth himself on the risht hend, 
that I cannot see hin; 
“ut he Imoreth the way thet I take: when he hath tried 
MG, I shall come forth as cold, 
vy foot hath held his steps, his way have I kept, and 
not declined. 
Neither have I gone back from the commandment of his 
linss I have esteemed the words of his mouth more than 
my necessary food. 
Dut he is in one mind, and who can turn him? and what 
hie soul desireth, even that he doeths 
For he performeth the thing that is appointed for me 
and many such things are with hime 
Therefore am I troubled at his presence: when I con= 
sider, I am afraid of hime 

  

        

  

  

  

on 

  

   

  

TEx. 20:12=Te
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For Gol maketh my heart soft, and the Almighty 
troubleth mes 
Because I was not eut off before the derimess, 2 neither heath he covered the darkness from my face.” 

Man separate from God ean only fear Goi, for he cannot 
“now and uwlerstand thet Gol ie merciful end loving for hir. 

the Ancet der Mreatur which dob se vividly adeseribes is the 

  

common sniuiety of man apart from God and unable to under=— 

Stand the moaning of his existences. Man'a denperate attempt 

tO justify his nesition over against God 4s a foolishness 

I0rNn oT eonnin 

is not destruction to the wieked? and a strange 
] 1% to the vorkers of iniquity? 

he sce my vaya, and count ell my stens? 
walked with vanity, or if my Toot heth 
deceit; 
welshed in an even balance, that Gol may 

> Intesrity.? 

    

  
on without God has no identity. He is a meaninsiess 

slob of protonlasm Kierkemeara, writing within a Christian - Cees @ 

context, has perceived this clearly. He speaks of 

havine lest one's self -- not by cvanoration in the 
an ite, but by being entirely finitized, by having 
necore, instead of a aclf, a number, just one men 
MOPe, one more repetition of this everlasting 
Pinerletiset weet os fae 

    

The possibility of having the "sicimess unte death" 
S 2 

Klerkeraari considers man's ailvantace over the beast, To wate 

be sharply observant of this sickness constitutes the 

Se ee oe ee ee 

8z0b 2331-176 

Fob 3L:3=6~ 

lOsoren Kierkersaard, The Sickness urto Death, trans- 
lated from the Denish by Walter Lowle (Hew Yori: Doubleday 
& Gos [Doubleday Anchor Fook, c. 1954), pv. 166. 
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Chrlstion's nivantace over the natural men, And to be Vers A 

healet of this siclness is tue Christian's bliss. t+ 

KLerkernari acrees with Fromm thet despair, the ultimate 

ouxlety, in a unique prerogative of man, setting him above 

all other erention. And Klerkesaord @iscovered this by 

means of hin Christian underatarding of the human predice= 

ment. It is siven to the Christian to knew the "sickness 

unto fleath." He arrived at a conclusion which selentific 

PSychintry was not to reach for another hundred yearde 

Tit we have not said enough when we have nointed out 

the plicht in which man stands as he faces Gods For in a 

senoe he.Jcen not face God alone. He standa in a community 

of mans he visualizes himself within this community; and it 

&8 Q nocinl beine thet he gazes upon his plichts. 

Riesran coneedes the necessity under which society 

Stamis of rorulating the conduct of its members. Put he 

has stressed the compulsion which the member of seclety feela 

to conform to the dictates.of his sceiety. The traiition- 

Girectcd norson feels shame, the innér-directed person 

guilt, the other=direeted person anxiety when he faiis to 

heed the commands of his culture. Rilesman would not deny 

the necessity or the positive value of conformity. Social 

life is impossible without some degree of adherence by 

mutual acreenent to a minimum body of cultural dicta. 

lltpid., pe 148. 

SS Sees“ a aaa 
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But men goes beyond that minimum. He. obeys com= 

pulsively. He 1s ineapable of a calm ani objective Ck 

analysis of culture's directions, Because he cannot con- 
ceive of himself apart from BPOUNS, beeause he has no real 

Seif, he believes that dlsobedience 1s a form of suicide, 

Unless man is autonomous, disobedience is suiciace. If a 

man is nothin: but a "role," then he vanishes the inaten 

he ceasen to play that roles 

Re Grazia, even more than Riesman, has emphasized 

the depenlence of man uren the "beliefs" which the evlture 

ie learns that there are certain laws, the ce
 

obediones to these lews ruarantees sccurity and protection, 

nw Ys ene 72 oh + oe 
ees Mee eek aL bedience means ostraciom, It means outer 

jariness, where there is weeping and gnashing of teeth. 

For De Grazia, the dictates of society and the dictates 

of God are essenmbially one. God has placed men in commiumity » 

eni He demands of them first of 211 that they obey the laws 

of community. "Leve thy brother" 1s the moral law which 

every man receives, from parents, from secular rulers, and 

from God. When man disobeys this law of community, he 

Senses his expulsion from the commumity. He 1s helpless end 

alone, entangled in amomie, until he has been readmittede 

It is important to note that the conformity which 

Riesman describes is not in eny wy related to Christian 

love. The other-direeted nerson, in particular, because of 

his extreme sensitivity to the desires of others, can be 

easily confused with an ideal Christian typce But all
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these tynes of conformity which Rie cman describes are 

Motivated ultimately by fear. And Christian love 1s not 

the product of fear. Whoever loves because he 1s afraid 

of the consecuences if he does not love is not practicing 

levee “There is no fear in love; but perfect 

love conteth out fears because fear hath torment. He 

that feareth is not mate morfect in love,"22 

The Christian is spontaneous in his love, autonsce 

MOUR, not compulsive. He relates himself to his fellow 

man not accorling to the dictates of a legal code, but 

aceor"ine to a new law which is no lew at all bat a mode 

  

Lovee 

Ricsman dees not really discuss redemption. His saving 

rennent 1s a nlous hone and his attitude is one of resizna= 

tion. He observes ani describes man's attempt to find 

himself in society but holds ont no new means by which that 

interration can be eccomplished. 

De Grazia holds that man's estrangement from the 

community 45 a result of his transzression against the 

community's laws, Therefore he can be restore?, he can be 

releemei, by formivencss., The iniividuel must cleanse hin- 

self hy catharsis, confession, and then receive the 

community's absolution and restoration. 

"If we corfess our sins, He is faithful and just to 

forsive us our sins, earl to cleanse us from all unrichtcous= 

PURER Sees enc Teens nee A 

12I John 4:18.
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nesa,."15 torishianity has lon recomnized—-and Do Grazia 

Points this out-<the iniivyiduel'a need for confession ani ab- 

Solution, when the close identifieation which De Grazia 

makes hotween dol and the commmity is anproeintca, the 

AliecLs between his conception of man in community and the 

Shristion concention are more clearly seon. Ani this iden- 

tifiention is not a difficult one to umlersterd. “And this 

commandment have we from Him, thet he who loreth God love 

his brot er also."14 There is an inlissoluble bond among 

men whose severance implies separation also from Gol. 

The unmlerstandins of man set forth by Horney, Fromm, 

touches the. christian unierstanding 

most clenrly at this one polnt: Mean 4s alone ani he can*t 

Stand 14, Horney vants hia to grow to the full measure of 

man, Tulfillinc his potentialities, and thus overcorne his 

anxiety by beinc=-a term is d1ffieult to find<-fruitful, 

"Towint, cxnansive. Fromm wants man to understand and 

appreciate his true aclf and to be for himself, ani this im= 

plies «2 proluctive orientation toward the world. The pre- 

uctive orientation casteth out fears 

Riesman emvhasizes autonomy and the ability to trans— 

eend the i:retional dictates of society, to serve the 

interests of one's unique individuality. The autonomous in- 

Gividnel, oy definition, has conquered orxtety, De Grazia 

more exnlicitly recosnizes the difficulties with whieh san finds 

ee ere eee 

135r Jom 1219. 

14t Jonn 4:21. 
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himself besct, His anxlety lenis him to "sin," to find 

Security by wroneful means, Therefore ho requires forrive= 

hess ani restoration 1f he is not to drift into anomie, 

For De Grazia, autonomy 1s net a real possibility. 

On one very significant point, De Grazia has seen the 

Inmian situnt4on more clearly than any of the cthor three. 

He has edmitted that man cannot redeem himself. A better 

Imowledce of the self, which Horney and Fromm would have 

the indiviousl obtain, 1s not necessarily the eure, For 

the better the individual learms toe Imow himself, the more 

Clearly he vorceives that there 41s sonethinn wronsce 

Nelther Horney nor Fromm has considered the possibility 

that man may not have within himself the ability to 

Gevelon his fli potential, or that the develooment of 

“an ancovding to his inherent needs may lead to a deformed 

and not 2 nerfect humanity. 

Reinhold Tiebuhr has, I believe, pisreed to the 
ethical error in this sort of thinking. Fromm has argued 
thet seclf-re-ari £6 only harmful when frustrated, that me 

must therefore seek their ow happiness in accora with an 

unierstandine of their real interests; and then they will 

love others as a "Phenomenon of abundance." Fromm is 

correct in arzuins that authoritarian relicion interferes 

by “commanding” lovee Love is indeed not a simple command 

to be obeyed. But From: has not seon that the sceurity of 

the self is furnished by the love of others, not its own 

efforts at security. And lite 211 human desires, the
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Genlre for nceurity is indetorminates?> 

Horney, Froum, and Rieoman deny, of course, any concent 

of oricinal sin. Henee they see no need for outside inter= 

vention. fut De Grazie has done more then pereeive man's 

need. Tor a savine hand extenfed from outside hinself. He 

also insists that the saving hand must be extended through 

the community of mene God's forgiveness cannot be received 

  

22 

directly from an abstraction called Gods 1+ must be   
medinied. His deseription of the man who seeke fod within. 

the cuticle of his private consclousness is a smranhie deserin= 

tion f the metern liberal Proteatant. He thinks of sin only 

a8 2 wero c aneinst the self. There is very little con- 

sciousness of «4 higher law agzainat which he offends. 

o Grania, could have sone one step further, He could 

nave pointed out that forgiveness must come ultimately fron 

the sunreme Ruler, for 1t is He who placed man in the world 

ani it is He to whem man is ultimately resnonsibie. He 

sometimen Implies as mich, with his’ identification of ‘eon 

munity ani divine onler. But he does not clearly state that 

the lost, erring mon needs essurance from God Himself that 

he is forciven, that he in reconciled. The Heavenly Father, 

the Ruler of the highest community to which man belongs, 

must purse man if he is to be cleane 

The drama of the Gross cannot, of course, be made per=- 

fectly rationol and intelligible by this sort of analysis. 

Re et ee ee ae 

L5Relnhola Niebuhr, The Self en? the Dramas of History 
(New Yori: Charles Seribner's Sons, 1955), pe 139.
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The Gross 1s and will always remain a stumbling block to 

purely rational inquiry. Nonetheless we see the aim oute 

line of a divine necessity in the Atonerent. God becomes 

& Many He shares the comion lot of humenity, and dod takes 

Upon Tiimself the bumien of human sinfulnesae Jesus Christ 

cam be the Hich Priest who forgives sins, He can be the 

Propitintor between God and men, heeause He haa horne the 

welcht of human sin, Through Jesus Christ Ged can now 

ws 
Speal: to men the word of divine forgiveness which they so 

Geaporately erevee 

lien wants to be accented. God freely accepts man 

throuch too reconciliation offeeted on the Grosae Ani tne dey 

lonruase which He speaks 1s theo Languece knovm to man, for 

2% le enolcen trourh God Incarnate, the Word of God become 

oup Protos. Mon wants Love, for only throuch the love of 

others ices he find security. But he needs ““inieterminate" 

love, love such as oniy God can give. Ani this dod has 

‘ye love," St. Joon writes, “hecause 

He firct Loved une"te 

Poul Tillich, in The Courazce to Bes has written an 

ontolosy of anxiety that embraces the entire Neo~Freudian 

analysis of the human situation ari moes beyond 1t at aot 

critical points. T4l'ich pereeives three types of enxlety 

accomiins to the three directions in which nonbeing healele 

threatens man's beings % threatens his ontiec, dpiritual, 

and moral self-e°firmetion. Man's awareness of this three= 

os ES Ee oT 

1Gy doom 4:19, (Nestle text.) 
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fold threat 1s anxLety appearing in the fora of the anxlety 

of fate and death, the anxleoty of neanincless Sness, and the 

anxiety of suit and condemation. 
   

    
  three forms anxlety is existential in the sense 
i one 5 to existence as such and not to an ah— 

of mind as in neurotie (and nsychotic) 

The “sourare to be" whieh Horney, Fromm and Ricoman Ls 

eivecate Tillich would call the “courace to be as oneself 

and the courase to be as a part "18 (The other-directed 

tyne of Riesman hes only the courace to be as a parte) 

Reine as a part polnts to the fact that self-affirmation 

necessorily includes the affirmation of oneseif as parti- ae 

cinant. it is not the same thing as the lack of courage 

shown im the desire to live under the protection of a 

larcer whole. (Frome's escape from freedom and the whole 

concest of symblosis may be recalled.) It in fact includes 

the cournse to be as oresel r,t? 

But particinetion elways’ ‘denands @ measure of con=- 

forzlty and adjustment: hence the courase to he as a part 

is alware 2 threat to the individuel self, The danger of 

the loss of the self therefore elicits a protest against the 

several forms of the courage to be as a part, The courege 

te be as oneaclf which this protest occasions is itselr fol, 

threatened in tum by the loss of the rest of the world .2? 

Cera se eer nn re er re 

L7Peul T4ALLich, The fovrace to Be (New Haven: Yale 
University Press, 1953), ps 4Le. 

L8ipia., ne 1956 

-19Ibi4., poe 89-90. 

“0Ibid., vp. 112 
i
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This sucrests a possible Linit to the courage to be 
&8 oneself, 2 Lindt which Horney, Fromm, ara Riescan have 
not clearly recomnized. Radical Existentioeliom, as Tillich 

Points out, mush assert that the self which affirns the 

Self in whatover 4t makes of itself,. This 4s 211 1t can 
Say, because anrthing more would restrist the absolute 

freetion of the selft.t 

“ut only God is a se, from iWimself, or absolute free 
‘fom. lan, on the other hand, 1s finite. He 1s given to 

himself as what he ls. He has received his being and with 
+ 2% 

¥ tne structure of his being. Hence men can affirm himself 

mot an empty shell, a mere possibility, b.t the 
ructupe of beine in which he finds himself hefore 
ion ani non-action. Finite freedom has a definite 
1eture, and if the self tries to trespass on this 

raoture 4% emia in the loss of itself.<«- j 

    
   
TLilich sugzcests that a dinlectiecal self-iestmiction 

of tho courane to be as onesclf (for the reasons outlined 

above) has happened on a world-wide scale in the totali- 

terion reaction of the tyentieth century against the revolu-= 

tionary Existentialism of the nineteenth century. 

The Existentialiat protest acainsat dehumanization 
ani obfectivation, together with its courace te he 
a5 oneself, hare turned Into the most elahorate and 
operensive forma of collectivism thet have appcarcd 
in history.*2 

LL Ae ES 

2libide, Pe 15 

22Ibide, De 1526 
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Honee TL11lich does not belLeve in the solution offerea 

by Horney ond Fromm. The eourese to be as a part and the 

‘ouracc to be as onenelLf, if carried through radically, 

lesa resccetively to the loss of the world in Existentialism 

ani the loss of the self in ecollcetivism.24 
Dut Tillich asks a avestion., Is there a coursace to be 

whieh unites both forme by transcerdins= then? 

Souranc is always threatened by nonheing. Therefore it 

Reelin the power of being, a power transcending the mnbeing 

whieh in experieneed in the anxiety of fate and death, which 

is present in the anz cLety of emntiness aml meaninglessness, 

which is effeetive in the enxiety of muilt ard condennation,. 

which takes this threefold anxiety into 
be rootel in a nower of being that is 
the power of oneself and the power of 
Neither sel f-affireation as 2 part nor 

ition as oneself is beyond the manifold 
now hea: Nea? 

   

   
   

  

Nenee Tillich concludes that every courace to be has an 

oOnen or a hidden religions root. For relicion is the state 

of boine psresped by the power of being=-itself. Thouch 

covere’, denied, or deenly hidden, the relirious root is 

never completely a absente2° 

in mysticism, the individual self strives for a parti- 

cloation in the cround of being which approaches identifi- 

cation.§". he limit of the mystical situation is the state 

  

pre 155-5. 

25Ibidey De 1556 
26Ib1a., De 15G6 
27iTpia Edifde, De LO7e



  

  

1a 
of emptiness of being and meaning which the nyabics have 

&t tines deseribed. In these moments the courese +0 be 4s 

reduced to the acceptance of even tiis stste as 2 moans to 

  

Sometiine beyord it. As long as the absence of the novor 

of belnr is felt as despair, the power of beinc is ex- ¥ e Pp & 

pressins itself? throucth despair, fo exnerlence this arn to 

Crmdure it is the couraze to be of the mystic in the state of 

erptinesn., To sone exbent, TAlLich holds, this mystic 

ne for union with reality has shaned Larse sections 

Poovey reeste 4 east - » i = OL mom=ini--even thouch 16 hea done so in modified form,2! 

Dut the mystic exneriengs 1s not our real concern hero. 

Walel: the mpstdcal clement was present, but elico much more: 

from the person-to-person encounter with dod.2? In Luther, 

Tillich holds, the courage of confidence reached its highest 

poins in the Mistery of Christien thoughts? In spite of all 

ativities which he encountered, in spite of the anz= the ner 

icty which dominated that period, Luther derived the power ote Nsom sla nalis oF 

Oo? self-arlirneation from his unshakeable confidence in God 

and the personel ercoumter with Hin.3! This courace trans= 

cends both the courame to be as oresslf ani the courace to 

  

  

22ipid., De 159« 
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be as part; it 4s threatened neither by the does of the 

World nor by the loss of oneself. 

In the center of this courage ef cont ridence stands 

ve courpane to aceent accentance am apite of the congclious— 

ness of sult. It is rooted in the personal, total, and 

immediate certainty of divine forgiveness. There is, in 

fact, no form of man's courage to be, acco:ding to Pillich, 

1which there is not some belief in forsiveness,. The 

courace to bo has as its necessary part “the courage to 

Becent oneself as accented in spite of being unacceptable. "55 

“his, seys Tillich, is the real meaning of the Pauline- 

Lutheran doetrine of justification by faiths 

Tillich notes that peychotherany, in its ficht acainst 

vie anxloty of mcullt, has given to the idea of acceptance 

that siemificance whieh the Refornation assigned to 

phrases like “the forgiveness of sins" or "Justification by 

But this is not acceptance of oneself by onesclf, nor 

in it the ixistertialint courage to he as oneself. 

it is the paradoxical act in which ore is accepted br 
that wh cls infinitely transcends one's intividual 
sel? it. is ann the experience of the Reformers the 
acceptance of the unachentebie simmer ante juicing 
ani trans? ares in pMUE OD with God.2? 

32rbid ao Ds 165. 

IIIs, Pe 164. 

S574 S5Ibide, De 1656 j
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We shall let the voris of Tillich surmerize thin jis 

The courase to be in this resnect is the conrase to 
aceont the formivenesas of sins, not as an abstract 
assertion hut as the fumdanental exnerLence in the en- 
“Ounter with Gol, Self=affirnntion in spite of the 
anriety of cnuilt and corilemnation presupposes partici- 
pation in something whieh transcends the self. In the 
communion af healilnc, for example the psyeho-analytic 
sltvation, the patient nartiainates in the healing 
2owsr of the helper by whom he is accepted althoush he 
Yeels himsel? unaccentable. The healer, in this re= 
int lonship, doen not stan) for himself as an 1n@ividual 
“GS represents the ohjective power of ececentance and 

nsbion. This objective power works throush 
: 2 the patient. Of course, it must be em= 
Holled In a person who can realize cnuilt, who can 
Juige, and who cen aseent in spite of the iudement. 
Aceentance by somethinm which is less than »ncrsonal 

id never overnome nersonal self-rejection. A wall 
eh I confesa eamnot forrive me. No self-accentance 

is possible 47 one 1s not accepted in & yerson—to-norson 
relotion. But even if one is personally accepted 1t 
necds a self=transcending courage to accept this 
acceptance, it needs the courage of confidence. For 
belive; accented does not mean that cullt 1s dericd,. 
= caine helner who tried to convinee his patient 
Gist he wes not really rullty would do him e creat 
disservice. He would nrevent him from talking hia guilt 
into his self-affircation. He may help him to transforn 
“isplaced, neurotic guilt feelings into genuine ones 

ich are, so to sneak, put on the right plece, but he 
carnot tell him thet there is no suilt in hin. He 
secents the pationt into his communion without condemnn-— 
ing anrthing and without covering up anything. “3 }s 

  

     
   

      

  

   

  

   

  

Nerg, however, is the noilnt where the religious 
“neeeptance as beince accepted" transcends medical 
heelinse. Relicion asis for the ultimate source of the 
power whieh heals by accenting the unaccenteble, it 
ass for God. The acceptance by God, his forsiving or 

wLozvinge act, is the only and ultimate source of a    me te be which is able to take the anxiety of 
sullt and condemnation into itself. For the ultimate 
power of self-affirmation can only be the power of 
hbeing<itself., Everything lens than this, one's om or 
anybody else's finite nower of being, cannot overcome 
the radical, infinite threat of nonhbecing which is ex- 
perdenced in the despair of self=condennation. This 
in why the courame of confidence, as it 1s expressed in 
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& wan Like Luther, emphasises unceasinsly exclusive 
trust in God. and rejeete any other foundation for 
courase to be, not only as insufficient but as driving 
him into more cullt and deener anxiety. The linmense 
liberation beousht to the people of the 16th century 

: age o£ the Reformers aml the ereation of 

  

  

  & 

  

  

   

ola fide doctrine, navely to the messase 
   . sourace of confidence is conditioneé not by 
anythine finite bit solely by that which is uncomli- 
tionsl itself and which we exparignag a5 unconditioral 
in 2 porson-toe-person encounter. sl 

Tie uszchoenociolozists whom we have studied have indeed 

nresncnted a2 vivid ani coherent picture of man. Their con= 

coation of human nature is stirlkingly similar to the 

Serintural coneention of mans Tut there is no healings, as 

be Grazia nolnts out, in any therapy which fails to take 

cormnisance of the moral nature of man's dilemma. Horney, 

Frovm, oni Ricoman are not fully and et all times aware of ‘9 <a Awe © ane 

    

man's noel to be aesenbed before he cen saecent himself. 1G ee 

Heneo their eoneenticn of human destiny, their delineation 

of the posaible, is both inadeguate and overly optinistic.e 

De Grasia himself Coes not see clearly the necessity of ee how ae <= cy a 

Givine seeontance an the ultimate source of "a courage to 

he which is able to take the anxiety of guilt and condenna=- 

into Ltself." It 18 sometimes difficult to discern 

the preelse level on whieh De Grazie sees man's moral 

problem being resolve. 

rane 

BGIpiae, poe 165-7. 
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In so far, then, as psycho-sociolozy is genuinely 

11, it furnishes a useful commentary upor ani 

elaborntion of the humen nredicament, Hut the blas of 

“seiertion" whieh it has inherited from Frewl prevents 11 

from rococninine that salvetion cen only bo Tound in the 

"“divire-hunen encounters" 

tianity corrects nsycho-seciolozy by insisting 

that "Sod conmerdeth His love toward us, in thot, while 

wo wore vet sinners, Christ died for uae"37 

Cherefore being justified by Talth, we heve peace with 

tol torouch our Lori Jesus Ghrist: 3 

“7 woom also we have access by faith into Shic grace 

wherein ye aml rejoice in hope of the Lory 
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